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PREFACE
The Electric and Hybrid Vehicle (EHV) Research, Development, and
Demonstration Act of 1976, Public Law 94-413, later amended by Public
Law 95-238, established the governmental EHV policy and the current
Department of Energy EHV Program. The EHV System Research and Develop-
ment Project, one element of this Program, is being conducted by the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) of the California Institute of Tech-
nology through an agreement with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. Thi<_ report presents the results of the FY'i$ investi-
gations conducted under the Aerodynamic Resistance Reduction work ele-
ment. This work element is a part of the Supporting Vehicle Technology
"Task and Vehicle Systems Development Task Area.
iii
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SUMMARY
This document describes the objectives, approach, and FY'78 progress
and results of the Aerodynamic Resistance Reduction work element of the
Electric and Hybrid Vehicle. System R&D Project managed by .7PL for the
Department of Energy.
The generation of an EVH aerodynamic data base was .initiated by
conducting full--scale wind tunnel tests on. 16 vehicles. Zero-yaw drag
coefficients ranged from a.high of 0.58 for a boxey delivery van and an
open roadster to a low of about 0.34 for a current 4-passenger,prototype
automobile which was designed with aerodynamics as an integrated para-
meter.
A subscale investigation was performed in order to identify any
characteristic: effects of aspect ratio or fineness ratio which might
ap-pear if electric vehicle shape proportions were to vary significantly
from current automobiles. Some preliminary results are presented which
indicate a 5-10% variation in drag over the range of interest.
A rigorous procedure was developed in order to determine effective
drag coefficient wind-weighting factors over J2.27a driving cycles in
the presence of annual mean wind fields. The application of this
procedure allows a user to accurately account for statistical wind.
effects in computer simulations by means of a modified constant-drag
coefficient. Such coefficients, when properly weighted, were found to
be from 5 to 65% greater than the zero-yaw drag coefficient in the cases
presented.
lri order to guide preliminary design work, a r-view of the gcneral
principles of the aerodynamic design of automobiles is presented along
with several drag-estimating procedures and commentary. Also included
is a vehicle aerodynamics bibliography of over 160 entries, in six
general categories.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
As an automobile moves along a road surface, the resulting
displacement of the air gives rise to various forces and moments. Com-
puter simulations have demonstrated that, under some atmospheric- and
operating conditions (or driving cycles), these forces and moments can
be of . sigtiificant magnitude. Tire/road forces are normally a weak
linear function of velocity in the range of interest. Aerodynamic forces
increase with the square of the velocity; hence the power required to
overcome aerodynamic resistance increases as the cube of the ear's
velocity. It is therefore imperative that proper attention be paid to
aerodynamic design.
Minimization of drag is not the only factor involved in optimizing
aerodynamic efficiency. Others include:
(1) Lift distribution and side wind stability.
(2) Ventilation of occupants, motor, batteries, etc.
(3) Splash or road dirt accumulation.
(4) Interior ncise level.
These, however, will not be given further attention at this time,
since it is drag, that principally affects driving range.
The aerodynamic drag component clearly dominates the road lead
requirement at high cruise speeds. It is important to note, however,
that even over an SAE 3227a D cycle (maximum speed only 72 kph), more
than 35% of the energy ,(at the road-wheel interface) goes to overcome
aerodynamic drag for a typical subcompact class electric vehicle with
no regenerative braking (see Figure 1). (The addition of regenerative
braking could increase the relative aerodynamic contribution to almost
40% in this case.) The rolling component (1.4% of the vehicle weight
at zero speed) includes all internal losses from tires, gears, etc.
It is reasonable to ppect that, with vigorous design efforts, a
drag area (C.DA)* of 0.54 m (5.8 ft 2) may be achievable — a 40% reduc-
tion from 0.9 m2 {9.7 ft 2), which is typical of today's subcompact car.
As Figure 2 shows, Xhis could result in a 20% increase in the SAE J227a
D cycle range. To achieve a similar benefit N ria a reduction in rolling
^e
The drag coefficient, CA, is nondimensional and is defined as
CD = Drag Force/(1/2 x Air Density x Velocity 2 x Frontal Area)
The frontal area, A, is the vehicle's projected frontal area including
tires but excluding appendages such as mirrors, roof racks, antennas,
etc.
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resistance would require a 34% reduction, to about 0.9% (a rather
unrealistic value since this includes all rolling losses in addition to
that due to the tires), or a 22%'reduction in vehicle weighit (300 kg).
These examples, although simplified, tend to demonstrate the potential
benefits from, and justification for pursuing aerodynamic resistance
reduction.
It should also be pointed out that electric vehicles (EV) have
certain inherent attributes which are aerodynamically beneficial.'
Internal aerodynamic losses associated with radiator airflow for an
internal combustion (IC) engine counterpart are not a factor for
electric vehicles (EVs). Also, full belly pans, which have given rise
to safety and maintenance objections in IC engine cars, may be quite
acceptable in an EV. These two considerations alone could reduce the
drag of an EV by as much as 20% over an IC engine equivalent. Further,
the requirements for battery volume and placement may dictate ranges of
body proportions which are quite different from those of conventional
automobiles. Center longitudinal battery tunnels, for instance, cause
a vehicle to be unusually wade; smaller motors and potentially more
compact drive lines may allow a significant redistribution of propor-
tions. These could have either beneficial or detrimental aerodynamic
consequences.
This report examines several elements pertaining to electric
vehicle aerodynamic resistance reduction and presents the program
results for the 1978 fiscal year.
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SECTION II
OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH
The general objective of this investigation is to provide trade-
off information to industry to aid in the development of aerodynamically
efficient electric and hybrid vehicles, and specifically, to develop
simplified aerodynamic design principles and procedures suitable for
use by the EHV industry. This does not imply that a generalized "hand-
book" approach to aerodynamic design will be developed during this
program; however, the utility and limitations of such.generalizations
will be examined. Though elementary pitfalls can sensibly be avoided
by using such an approach,, it is believed that an optimized design can
be realized only through art extensive experimental wind tunnel develop-
ment program.. Subscale developmental testing can yield valuable rela-
tive trade-off information; full-scale testing may be required to
determine absolute levels.
The approach adopted for this work element includes the following
steps:
(1) Assess the state of the art. More than 20 individuals
in government, private industry and academic institutions
were contacted. Discussions centered on the general. state-
of the-art of automotive aerodynamics status and the
special characteristics of electric vehicles. Automobiles
are characterized as aerodynamically bluff bodies operating;
in a ground effect with large regions of separated flow.
As such, analysis is usually not amenable to classical
theoretical treatment and is therefore (currently) an
empirical process. A bibliography covering a wide range
of automotive aerodynamic subjects has been collected and
is contained in this report.
(2) Assemble a realistic aerodynamic data base for representa-
tive electric vehicles. For proprietary and other reasons,
there is a great lack of reliable aerodynamic data on full
scale IC engine vehicles. There is even less data available
for electric vehicles, which tend to differ from conven-
tional vehicles in air inlet size, und.e.rbody design, and
dimensional proportions. In.order to provide the necessary
support to the HHV industry, an aerodynamic data base must
be established and continually updated. The data base is
to be used to guide the formulation of engineering design
concepts in the areas of reducing aerodynamic drag, improv-
ing ventilation and cooling, and providing more accurate
input to computer simulation studies and dynamometer test-
ing. This is being accomplished by assembling what limited
full-scale data on applicable vehicles is available, and
supplementing it with full-scale wind tunnel test results
on electric, hybrid, and subcompact cars.
r
(3) Investigate the aerodynamic effects of systematic variations
in dimensional proportions. Some electric-and hybrid
vehicles are now being designed from the ground up, rather
than as conversions of conventional heat-engine cars. The
aerodynamic design principles employed in the past may not
be directly applicable owing to fundamental differences in
the design. For instance, the effects of aspect ratio
(height/width) and fineness ratio (length/effective diameter)
for automobiles are not sufficiently well understood to
allow preliminary design trade-offs between component place-
ment and aerodynamic consequences to be made. For these
reasons, subscale wind tunnel tests on a sitdplif ied auto-
mobile shape were performed.
(4) Relate the aerodynamic results from various test techniques.
To establish absolute levels of drag and rolling resistance
under road conditions, some of the vehicles tested at full-
scale in the wind tunnel will be road tested using the
coast-down technique. This is particularly important for
electric vehicles since drag reduction strategies may
include full or partial underpanning and wind tunnel testing
alone may not produce conclusive information. This procedure,
supplemented by wind tunnel yaw data, will provide the com-
plete information required for detailed cycle simulations
and range calculations. In addition,. wherever available,
subscale wind tunnel data can be compared to full-scale
data in order Lo develop correlation and confidence levels.
(S)
	
	 Investigate the effects of ambient winds on aerodynamic
drag. Since a road vehicle, statistically, operates in a
windy environment, a rational wind--weighting procedure must
be used to determine the effective drag Level. Several. pro-
cedures have I-en developed around "statistical" winds
(Refereeices l and 2^, but these do not superimpose a driving
cycle. This is a necessary extension in order to properly
simulate the aerodynamic contribution in computer and
dynamometer simulations.
.1P.ry
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SECTION III
AERODYNAMIC DATA BASE
As mentioned earlier, very little reliable aerodynamic data on
conventional automobiles, is available, and virtually none on special
electric or hybrid vehicles. The automobile manufacturers, both foreign
and domestic, have generated a great deal of aerodynamic information for
IC engine vehicles, but it remains largely proprietary. Most of the
data that is available is from subscale wind tunnel tests of questionable
or unknown origin. Hereir lies a basic problem with random wind tunnel.
data: it is generaily not airectly comparable. owing to such [actors
as scale, level of detail (inte,nal flow paths, undercarriage, etc.),
flow conditions, and data reduction procedures, the absolute values of
the coefficients are of limited value. The difference in measured drag
between a "reasonably detailed" scale model and the full-sized production
vehicle is often 20% or greater. The same automobile tested in. two dif-
ferent tunnels may yield drag results wh.ich'differ by 10%. The magnitude
of various wall corrections alone can modify the drag by 10%. To maxi-
mize its usefulness, a data base should be generated at the same model
scale, in the same tunnel, under the same conditions, and be handled
using identical data reduction procedures. The relative effects repre-
sented by the data base should then be sufficiently reliable. Cor-
relations with road test results can help to establish a confidence
level. for the absolute values.
With this background in mind, it was determined that the develop-
ment of an EHV aerodynamic data base should be initiated by performing
full-scale tests in the Lockheed-Georgia low-speed wind tunnel. A
Request for Quotation (RFQ) was prepared and sent to 25 possible owners
or developers of electric or hybrid vehicles asking for the use of a.
vehicle for aerodynamic characterization testing during a specific time
period. This source list is presented in Appendix A. Nine bids were
received before the RFQ closing date. Atioag the selection criteria
used were
(1) Availability.
(2) Compatibility with wind tunnel balance system.
(3) Aerodynamic interest.
(4).	 Loan and transportation fees.
Four vehicles were selected by this process. In addition, three
electric vehicles were loaned by the NASA's Lewis Research Center. To
supplement the group, several conventional IC subcompacts were borrowed
from local dealerships and individuals. In two cases, a facsimile of an
IC engine/EHV conversion was substituted. The vehicles tested in this
group are shown in Figure 3 and are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Data Base Vehicles
^Yry^
1	 ipj
Figure	 Vehicle	 Type
3a	 Copper Development Association:	 2--passenger electric
Town Car commuter
3b General Electric Co.: 4-passenger electric
Centennial Electric commuter
3c Energy Research and Development Hybrid-electric
Corp.:	 HEVAN delivery van
3d Kaylor Energy Products: 	 Kaylor 2-passenger hybrid-
CT electric open roadster
3e Sebring-Vanguard1	 Citicar 2-passenger electric
commuter
3f 2agato-Elcar Corp. l :	 Elcar 2--passenger electric
commuter
3g Otis Elevator Co. l :	 Otis Electric delivery van
P 500 A Van
3h GM Corp.:	 1967 Chevrolet Internal combustion
Corvette engine (ICE)2
31 GM Corp.:	 1978 Oldsmobile ICE3
Delta 88
3 ,j American Motors Corp.:	 1978 ICE
Pacdr Sedan
3k. American Motors Corp.: 	 Pacer ICE
Station Wagon
31 Honda Motors:
	 1978 Civic Sedan ICE
3m Honda Motors:
	
1978 Civic Wagon ICE,
3n Ford. Motor Co.: 	 1978 Fiesta ICE
30 Chrysler Corp.:	 1978 Plymouth ICE
Horizon
3p GM Corp.:	 1978 Chevrolet ICE
Chevette
Loaned by NASA-Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH.
2This production IC engine Corvette represented a reasonable facsimile
of the Cutler-Hammer Electric ' 67 Corvette of Santini.. The front
grille was blocked in order to eliminate the radiator losses, which
are not present in the electric version.
3This production IC engine Delta 88 was a reasonable facsimile of the
National Motors Hybrid-Electric Gemini II. Here the radiator was not
blocked since the hybrid vehicle retains its V- 6 engine and cooling
system.
10
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The vehicles were mounted on the external balance by means of a
four-point support system. No attachment was required; the wheels merely
rested on the four pads with the parking brakes locked. The friction
between. the tires and the pads was normally sufficient to maintain model
position. In certain cases, chocks were placedbehind the tires.
Because of the extremely short wheelb aces of some of these electric
vehicles, it was necessary to use pad extensions. These raised the
position of the vehicle in the tunnel by approximately 3 centimeters.
To quantify the effect of this position change, tests were made using
spacers with a few of the vehicles that were capable of using the
unmodified pads. Elevating a vehicle in this manner appeared to increase
the measured drag by 1-2% over the entire yaw range.
All tests were performed at 88 kph and the yaw angle (0) was
varied through ± 40 degrees. Runs were also made on all vehicles with
the two front windows open. Some tests of IC engine cars were run with
radiators both open and blocked. 	 -
The preliminary drag results are shown in Table 2. A complete
data report on. these tests will be issued under separate cover during
FY 79. However., it is interesting to note that the selected vehicles
represent a range of zero-yaw drag coefficients from 0.337 to 0.583.
Further, the highest value (least aerodyaamicallu efficient) of the
group was the Kaylor open roadster followed closely by the boxey Otis
van; however, the HEVAN drag coefficient was nearly 15% less at 0.497
despite its boxey lines. Another interesting result was that the
Horizon's drag coefficient was over 180 lower than. the Chevette's even
through they are very similar in shape*. Both the Copper Development
Association's Town Car and General Electric's Centennial have drag
values significantly lower than the rest of the group — a probable
result of the importance of aerodynamics in the design theme and sub-
scale wind tunnel testing.
The relative drag levels of the cars tested in the Lockheed-Georgia
wind tunnel must not be taken as typical of all their manufacturer's
products.
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Table 2. Zero Yaw Drag Coefficient and Frontal Area of
Several Electric hybrid and Subcompact IC
Engine Vehicles -- Windows Closed and Radiators
Blocked Where Appropriate`
Vehicle C.Do A,m2
CDA mown Car 0.367 1.754
GE Centennial 0.337 1.851
Energy R&D HEVAN 0.497 3.283
Kaylor GT 0.583 1.359
Citicar 0.541 1.700
Elcar 0.490 1.838
Otis Van 0.581 2.593
Corvette 0.490 1.925
Delta 88 0.558 2.077
Pacer Sedan. 0.450 2.222
Pacer Wagon 0.406 2.225
Honda Sedan 0.503 1.630
Honda Wagon 0.514 1.685
Ford Fiesta 0.468 1.747
Plymouth Horizon 0.411 1.906
Chevrolet Chevette 0.502 1.765
All IC engine vehicles had their grilles covered since
an electric version would not have a radiator airflow
requirement_ and the resulting drag. The Oldsmobile
Delta 88, however, represented the National Motors
Gemini II parallel hybrid vehicle, which retains the
standard cooling system.
'.!	 12
SECTION IV
ROAD TEST DATA CORRELATION
Since the vehicle/road interface is tot precisely modeled in a wind
tunnel, there is often speculation concerning the accuracy of the results.
Actual road test drag determination may be preferred in principle, but it
is extremely difficult to accomplish in practice; also, it is not practi-
cal to systematically investigate yaw effects. However, certain single
point correlations can and should be made. Earlier investigations
(Reference 3) determined that, for a 1975 Chevrolet Impala, there was
essentially a one-to--one correlation between drag values from wind tunnel
and properly conducted coast-down test results_ It was speculated that
this result was perhaps fortuitous and may be a function of shape or
cotifigura tion .
Consequently, in the course of this project, coast-down tests are
planned for the REVAN (vehicle No. 3, Table 1), the Kaylor GT (vehicle
No. 4) and the Cutler-Hammer Electric '67 Corvette (vehicle No. 8 is a
reasonable facsimile). Unfortunately, no final results from the coast-
down testing were available Eor presentation in this report; these will
be presented as part of a comprehensive report on this data base testing
to be issued during lY'79.
13
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SECTION V
SUBSCALE SHAPE PARAMETER INVESTIGATION
Because of their special battery packaging requirements, electric
vehicles may not be subject to the same design constraints as conventional
IC engine vehicles. For instance, owing to the use of a central battery
tunnel, a small vehicle may be unusually wide or long. A series of tests
was therefore performed in the GALCIT 10--foot wind tunnel (Caltech) to
determine if aspect ratio or fineness ratio` was an important aero-
dynamic parameter, and further, whether one can generalize the effect of
either or both in combination for simplified automobile shapes.
These tests were exploratory in nature, to determine what, if any,
trends would appear. The initial tests involved both a sharp-edged and
a round.-edged basic model (Figures 4 and 5). in order to quantify the
effect of local flow separation on the observed aerodynamic trends.
The parameters varied were height, length, width, and ground
clearance; figure 6 illustrates the model construction technique. '.Three
variations were available for each of the four parameters. It was not
often possible to keep one parameter constant while independently varying
each of the others. Figure 7 illustrates the drag trends demonstrated by
highly separated (sharp-edged model) and highly attached (round--edged
model) flow situations at low to moderate fineness ratios. As one might
expect, for very short vehicles, the drag is reduced with increasing
fineness ratio. This is probably due to a reduction in the form drag
component (see Section VII) at the expense of a small increase in surface
fraction drag. Owing to . local separation points, the drag gradient is
not as large for the sharp--edged model as for the round-edged, but the
trend is not significantly different. Subsequent tests involved only the
round-edged model.
The effects of ground clearance were found to be significant with
these smooth-underbody models (see Figure 8). This also presents a
problem in data presentation since the manner by which the ground
clearance is nondimensionalized can distort the effects of aspect and
fineness ratios. For instance, if the ground clearance is nond.imensi--
onalized by body width and the aspect ratio is varied by changes in body
width, ground clearance changes with aspect ratio and dominates the whole
effect. Similarly, ground clearance nondimensional.ized by body length
will dominate. the effects of changes in fineness ratio. For these
reasons, two ground clearance parameters, g/L and g/W, are used when
evaluating the effects of aspect and fineness ratios, respectively.
Aspect ratio (AR) is defined as body height (not including ground
clearance) divided by width, and fineness ratio (FR) as length divided
by effective diameter (or equivalent area circle).
15
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The effect of aspect ratio on drag is shown in Figure 9 at two
levels of ground clearance representative of present day automobiles
(g/L = 5%) and vans (g/L = 8%). In both cases, the drag usually increases
with aspect ratio (short and wide has some advantages over tall and
narrow), being more pronounced at the highest fineness ratio (longest
vehicle). For high-ground-clearance vehicles, there seems to be a weak
aspect 'ratio effect up to about AR = 0.8; beyond that point, the drag
increases significantly. This situation may help to explain why the Otis
van (Figure 3g) with an aspect ratio of 1.1 had a drag coefficient 16%
higher (Table 2) than the HEVAN (Figure 3c) with an aspect ratio of 0.85.
Although certain shape and position factors were dissimilar, the rela-
tive drag difference may be explained in part by the difference in
aspect ratios.
The effect of fineness ratio (Figure 10) is a little more con-
fusing in that the trends with constant aspect ratios are act as inter-
nally consistent. Note also, that the two ground clearances representing
T'automotive (g/W = 10%) and van-like (g/W = 20%)" are nondimensionalized
by body width for the reasons explained earlier. In general, the trend
is consistent with Figure 7 which covered the very low fineness-ratio
end of the spectrum. However, as the fineness ratio is increased, signi-
ficant drag reduction ceases and the drag actually begins to increase
beyond a fineness ratio of 2.7 at the higher ground clearance. This
may indeed be the result of a rapid buildup of the surface friction drag
component (see Section VII), which may be magnified in the underbody
region at high ground clearances.
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In summery, these results indicate that there are aspect and
fineness ratio effects on vehicle drag that warrant consideration during
initial design stages when packaging requirements are being developed.
More data are required to Fill. rtie gaps and extend the results.
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SECTION V1
EFFECTS OF AMBIENT WINDS
As a vehicle moves along a roadway, it normally operates it a windy
environment. Since the resulting wind vector is usually not aligned
with the vehicle's longitudinal axis, it is effectively yawed with re-
spect to the flow. Therefore, range predictions that use zero-yaw drag
values will inaccurately characterize the aerodynamic contribution.
For a vehicle operating over a prescribed driving cycle, a statistically
mndeled wind vector can be superimposed, yielding, an instantaneous yaw
angle. If the functio-al.depend.ence of drag coefficient on yaw angle is
known, the effective instantaneous aerodynamic resistance can be calcu-
lated, and the effective drag coefficient factor over the cycle can be
established. That is, the constant-drag coefficient used in vehicle
commuter simulators need only be modified by this .factor to rigorously
necount for the effects of statistical ambient winds.
Initially, this procedure was developed around the EPA urban and
highway cycles for IC engine vehicles (References 4, S, and 6). Since
than, cycles specifically For EHV evaluation (SAE J227a), have been
developed, and the procedure has been modified for electrics. This
modified program is called EHVSCD (Electric Hybrid Vehicle System C D
where C _D refers to the aerodynamic drag, coefficient, C ). This pra.gram
m inis shoc	 its entiret y in Appendix B along with a printout 	 for an
example case.
The approach taken is to figuratively dr.ive a vehicle over a pre-
scribed valocit y-time schedule in the presence of a statistically
varying wind which is equally probable from any direction. The resul-
tant combination of the vehicle and wand vectors yields an instantaneous
yaw angle with respect to the vehicle. If the vehicle's drag-yaw
characteristic is known, the resultant drag may be determined at each
instant. Therefore, the energy required to overcome aerodynamic resis-
tance is calculated by integrating the instantaneous aerodynamic power
required over the cycle. It is then possible to determine what constant
drag coefficient would be necessary in order to yield the same result.
The ratio of this new effective coefficient, CDeff' to the original
zero-yaw drag coefficient (CD 0) is the wind-weighting factor, F.
F is thus a multiplier to correct the zero-yaw coefficient for ambient
winds in computer simulations.
Factors have been developed for the SAE J227a B, C, and D cycles
(Figure 11), two annual mean wind speed (AMWS) probability functions
(Figure 12), and three drag-coefficient vs. yaw-angle characteristic
curves (Figure 13). Reference 6 determined that the shape of these yaw
curves beyond about 40 degrees was of second-order importance. The drag
coefficient usually reaches a maximum between 20 and 40 degrees and, for
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simplicity, the three curves are characterized by their ratios of CDmax/
[;l} 0 where CDmax occurs at ^ = 30 degrees. The two upper curves show a
50% increase in C D at ¢i = 30 degrees from zero-yaw levels of (..Do = 0.4
and 0.3; the lower curve represen.Ls a much more conservative 20% increase
from C D
 = o.3*
0
The wind-weighting factors resulting from variations in these par-
ameters are shown in Table 3. Note that a zero-yaw drag coefficient
must be increased by as much as 65% (wind-weighting factor = 1.65) to
properly simulate. a B cycle in the .presence of a 16.1 kph annual mean
wind speed.** Similarly, the factor is only 1.2 for the D cycle; the
average vehicle speed is much higher and therefore the resulting
effects on yaw angle and relative wind speed are lower.
Clearly, accounting for the realistic presence of winds can sl.gni-
.ficantly alter the aerodynamic input values in computer simulators.
These rigorous procedures require a significant amount of computer time.
A close review of the results, however, has revealed some general rela-
tionships which make simpler, closed form equations adequate in most
cases. These equations and the procedure for easily incorporating this
cycle-sensitive wind weighting methnd appears in Appendix C.
*'The vehicles listed in Section III had C I)m x/CDp ratios from 1.2
to 1.50. The higher values were typical oW high fineness ratio
vehicles and windows open configurations.
**'Phis is the annual average wind speed in the U.S. measured at about
3.0 meters above the ground (Reference 1). Correcting for the ground
boundary layer, a value of 12 kph is more suitable for automobile
evaluations.
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Table 3. Wind-Weighting Factors of Example Cases*
Drag--Yaw
Characteristic
Ann!ial Mean CD +
Cycle Wind Speed max Wind-Weighting
(.T227a) kph
C
DO
C 
DmaX
C
D0 Factor
B 9.7 0.30 0.36 1.2 1.22
16.1 1 r 1.46
9.7 0.30 0.45 1.5 1.33
16.1 1 1 1 1.65
9.7 0.40 0.60 1I.5 1.33
16.1 1 1 1 1.65
C 9.7 0.30 0.36 1.2 1.11
16.1 1 1 1 1.25
9.7 0.30 0.45 1.5 1.17
16.1 1 1 1 1.37
9.7 0.40 0.60 1.5 1.17
16.1 1 1 1 1.37
D 9.7 0.30 0.36 1.2 1.05
16.1 1 1 1 1.12
9.7 0.30 0.45 1.5 1.08
16.1 1 1 1 1.20
9.7 0.40 0.60 1.5 1.08
16.1 1 1 1 1.20
*See Appendix C for generalized equations.
N :
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The final effect of these drag coefficient wind-weighting factors
on the total energy consumed by a vehicle over the cycle is obviously a
function of the cycle. For instance, even though aerodynamic wind-
weighting factors are large for a B cycle, the.effect upon the total
cycle energy is small because the aerodynamic component is small.
Typically, wind weighting is more important over a D cycle even though
F (the CD correction factor) is smaller. That is, an aerodynamic wind-
weighting factor of 1.2 (20% increase in aerodynamic resistance) may
result in a total energy increase of up to 10%.
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SECTION VII
GENERAL AERODYNAMIC DESIGN PRINCIPLES
The purpose of this section is to compile aerodynamic design guide-
-
lines
-
which may be useful to EHV engineers. Though not intended to
replace wind tunnel. testing as a design optimization tool, these prin-
ciples and procedures can provide the necessary insight to avoid certain
elementary pitfalls.
Automotive aerodynamics is characterized by ground interference and
large areas of separated and vortex flow. Unlike aircraft aerodynamics,
it is largely unresponsive to classical analytical treatment. It has
therefore become a rather empirical science, relying heavily on devel-
opment through wind tunnel test techniques.
Although many of the principles involved in low-drag designs have
long been known, the drag coefficient of the average production car in
the early 1920s was about 0.8. By 1940 it had dropped to about 0.6 and
by 1960 to about 0.5. Further improvement has come slowly, especially
in this country, and the average drag coefficient of domestic automobiles
has actually increased slightly in recent years with the trend toward
more formal styling with less rounding of edges. Moist recently, however,
the pressures brought by federally mandated fuel economy requirements
have sparked renewed interest in reducing aerodynamic :Losses. In Europe,
the current average production car drag coefficient is somewhat lower,
about 0.46. Drag coefficients as low as 0.15 were reported as early as
1922 by W. Kl.emperer (Reference 7) on an elongated teardrop automobile
model. A. Morelli in 1976 (Reference 8) devel,oped (In ful.1-scale mock-up)
body shape encompassing a reasonable four-passenger.compartment and
engine cooling airflow with a drag coefficient of 0.1.72. Daimler-Benz
recently unveiled the new experimental Mercedes C-li7/3, a turbodiesei
which set several speed records and is reported to have a drag coelli:cient
of 0.195 (Reference 9). Perhaps the lowest recorded drag coefficient for
a real ground vehicle is 0.12 for the Goldenrod, which holds the land
speed record for wheel-driven vehicles (Reference 10). It appears, then,
that there exists a rather large gap between the drag Level. of today's
automobile and what is theoretically possible as demonstrated by some of
these very specialized vehicles. Obviously, there are many practical
constraints on production automobiles which compromise efforts to achieve
low drag levels. However, the hope of eventually cutting present-day
production car drag levels nearly in half may not be completely unrealistic.
A. SOURCES OF DRAG
The actual mechanisms of automotive drag production are not at all
well understood. Reference 11 and others break down the sources of drag
into five basic categories: (1) form drag, (2) interference drag,
(3) internal flow drag, (4) surface friction drag, and (5) induced drag.
A simple schematic depicting their relative importance for an IC engine
car is recreated in Figure 14.
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Form drag (sometimes called profile drag) is a function of: the
basic body shape. Bodies which minimize the positive pressure on the
nose and the negative pressure on the tail will exhibit lower form drag.
For example, a flat plate positioned normal to the flow would represent
a worst case, whereas a streamlined teardrop shape would be characteri-
stic of minimum form drag.
Interference drag develops as the flow over the many exterior
components of a vehicle body interacts with the flow over the basic
shape or the flow due to the constraining influence of the ground.
Various component projections such as a hood ornament, windshield
wiper, radio antenna, sideview mirrors, door handles, Luggage rack,
rain gutters, and underbody protuberances all contribute to the inter--
fero-nce drag component. For example, (Reference . 11), a sideview
mirror in a free airstream may have a drag force of 1 pound. In close
proximity to the vehicle body, where the local airflow is accelerated
by 25-30%, the drag on the mirror may 1.e 1.6 pounds -- a 60% increase!
Since a sideview mirror usually has a large flat aft end, it spreads
a turbulent wake behind it which disturbs the basic flow on the side
of the vehicle, adding a further drag increment. Projecting elements
usually cause less interference on high-drag body shapes than on low-
drag bodies. Since a high-drag body is usually characterized by exten-
sive regions of separated flow, many of these elements are hidden in the
already disturbed flow pattern. Conversely, the low drag of an efficient
body is the result of a high degree of flow attachment. That condition
is usually tenuous and any projection from the surface may cause separa-
tion. The underbody pto'Q rinnr: a-n -ome of the prime offenders as the
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installation of a smooth belly pan has demonstrated many times
(Reference 3). In the case of electric vehicles the traditional reasons
for not using a smooth belly pan -- such as ease of maintcnance, safety
(oil drippings, etc.), and engine cooling restrictions -- do not apply.
Internal flow d- raz arises because air is required to move through
the vehicle as well as around it. A conventional water-cooled IC engine
requires a substantial amount of radiator airflow. Typically, the flow
path is highly inefficient as local stagnation areas develop in the
engine compartment and the exit path is filled with struts, hoses,
brackets, and suspension elements. Here again, an electric vehicle may
have an inherent advantage since its cooling requirement may be an order
of magnitude less. However, ventilation of the passenger compartment is
an important comfort and noise consideration, and care must be taken to
design and locate the inlets and exits properly. The conventional
approach is to place a flush inlet in a relatively high pressure region
(usually at the base of the windshield) and either place exits in a low
pressure region around the'rear window or rely on normal body leaks.
Unless a scoop is placed out in the flow (in which case there is an
interference drag component), the drag increment due to normal ventila-
tion requirements is negligible.
Surface friction drag results from the boundary layer which is
formed as air moves along-E, surface. Owing to viscous friction forces,
the velocity gradient normal to the surface gives rise to a shear layer.
The surface finish or small imperfections, and the size of the area
exposed to the flow, determine the level of this drag component. Pro-
duction car finishes (surface grain size of 0.2 to 0.5 mils) are well
below the critical level where additional smoothness would reduce the
local friction. A smooth, continuous surface keeps skin friction low.
As the flow moves rearward along a body it continually loses enargy
and separation is more likely to occur in critical areas. Window frames,
gaps, mismatched parts, and normal skin friction all contribute to cause
a rapid buildup of the boundary layer, leading to separation and more
turbulence and increasing drag.
Induced drag arises from the formation of longitudinal trailing
vortices generated by the pressure differential between the vehicle's
underbody and roof. The energy required to generate and support this
vortex field is equivalent to the energy consumed by induced drag.
Often teamed "lift-induced" drag or drag due to lift, there is now real
doubt that any simple relationship between lift and induced drag exists
(Reference 12). It can.normally+be minimized by careful attention to
design detail on the rear portions of the vehicle, but this usually
requires an experimental approach.
S. DRAG ESTIMATION METHODS
Many aerodynamicists have attempted to make generalizations or
predictions of a vehicle's drag based on various shape characteristics
(References 13, 14, 15, and 16). The usual method is to assemble. a
large data base and develop correlations. Perhaps the best known
effort is that of R.G.S. White (Reference 13) of Britain's Motor
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industry Research Association (MIRA). Wind tunnel tests of 141 different
vehicles were utilized. Each vehicle was divided into six basic zones,
three of which were further subdivided. Numbers were assigned to
features in each zone or subzone in an attempt to rate their obstructive
effects on the airflow around the vehicle.
Rating valises were assigned to each of the nine categories depending
upon the vehicle's shape in those zones. The predicted drag coefficient
was then determined from the following equation:
CD = 0.16 + 0.01095 x Drag Rating
where the Drag Rating is simply the summation of the nine individual
category ratings.
By way of verification, drag estimates for 20 vehicles (mainly
European) were made by White using this procedure, and. were then compared
to measured values. The average scatter was about 7%. It should be
pointed out that the drag ,of these vehicles was not particularly low,
and that White's procedure would not necessarily reflect the subtleties
inherent in drag-optimized vehicles. Another cautionary note is that
measured MIRA drag values are substantially lower than similar-measure-
ments made in other wind tunnels. The real value of this effort is the
relative ordering of the aerodynamic design consequences of several shape
parameters.
A second, and less rigorous "drag rating" approach to drag estimates
is presented in Reference 14 (Cornish). Ten regions are defined and a
rating"of from 1 to 3 is assigned. On this basis, the most streamlined
vehicle would have a rating (R) of 30 and the worst, a rating of 10.
The -resulting drag coefficient is then calculated from .
CD = 0.62 --0.01 R
This procedure is rather crude and although no direct correlation with
measured data is given, its accuracy is probably far less than the 7%
reported for White's method.
Both of the two previous procedures are based upon shape correlation
curves which are linear with the.drag rating and are Limited to conven-
tional passenger vehicle configurations. A .third estimation .procedure,
developed for the EPA (Pershing - Reference 15), is a "drag buildup"
method based on quantitative geometric characteristics applicable to a
large range of generic body shapes. The total vehicle drag eoefficient
is defined as the sum of the coefficients of 11 discrete parts.
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Only a few simple validation checks have been made, since a large
data base was unavailable at the time of publication. Therefore; :co
accuracy claims were made. The EPA is currently sponsoring a Oata'base
development which. will be used to tune and expand these procedures, make
validation checks, and establish confidence levels.
Excerpts from References 13, 14, and 15 appear in Appendix D in
sufficient detail to allow use of the procedures they describe.
Though not fully developed, Reference 12 (Hucho) suggests that drag
may correlate well with a parameter, K, which is the line integral of
the rate of change of curvature, k, of the body surface contour. For
simplicity, the integral is taken for the centerline cross-section only.
Applied to the entire body surface, even better correlation is expected.
For a streamlined body, the rate of change of curvature along its con-
tour is only moderate. If there are no abrupt changes in curvature, the
contour parameter, K, is small. Notchback cars, on the other hand, are
characterized by several steep curvature gradients, giving rise to a
large value of K. It is pointed out, however, that for low drag, a small
value of K is a necessary but not sufficient condition. This approach
represents a much less subjective means of evaluating a vehicle body
shape for drag estimates.
General rule-of-thumb values have been. given to many interference
components and drag reduction devices. These are helpful only in the
broadest sense; that is, most effects are a function of the specific
application. For instance, a front air dam (or chin spoiler) might
significantly reduce the drag for one vehicle but increase it for
another. Similarly, some low-drag device may he detrimental at a yaw
angle. Such dramatic results, however., are generally reserved for
special cases. If one limits the application to an "average, conven-
tional sedan," perhaps the generalizations in Table 4 can provide some
guidelines. The increments should not be considered as purely additive;
this is particularly obvious in the case of an underpan and air dam.
The three estimating procedures and component generalizations all
assume that the vehicle is traveling in a zero-wind environment.
Statistically, as discussed above, a 5 to 10 mph wind is always present;
the vehicle is therefore always operating at some significant angle of
yaw (see Section VI). A knowledge of the specific yaw characteristics
generated in the wind tunnel is necessary in order to be rigorous.
However, a general equation describing the approximate shape of the
CD versus yaw angle (^) has been developed by Bowman (Reference 16).
Once the zero -yaw drag coefficient ( CDO ) has been estimated, the yaw
curve may be calculated from:
CD = CD + Ki (1-cos 60
0
Where the constant, Kl, is a function of CDn; the relationship is
included as part of Appendix D (Table D -4). The yaw characteristic
thus developed, the ratio CDmax/CDO can be determined. and the effective
wind-weighted drag coefficient calculated from the procedures of
Section VI and Appendix C.
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Table 4. Drag Increment Generalizations
Component or Configuration
	
A CD., (%)	 Reference
Full length underpan
-5 to -15 3,17,18,19
Front ."chin" spoiler (air dam) -6 to -9 3,20,21
Rear deck spoiler (lip) -5 to -9 3,18,20,21
Flush windshield. and side
glass (no raingut.ters) -3 to -7 19,22
f
Wheel discs and rear fender skirts -1 to -2 21
Sideview mirror +1 to +3 11,19,22
Pop-up headlights +3 to +6 19
Open front windows 0 to +3 3,17
Although these estimating procedures and component generalizations
can provide guidance toward the development of a low-drag vehicle, it
should be emphasized that design optimization can be accomplished only
through development work with a wind tunnel. One can follow all the
'"rules" suggested by these procedures and still fall far short of the
vehicle's ultimate potential .. The integration and interaction of
various components can present many surprises. Reference 12 points
out that after separating current passenger vehicles into three
classes (notchbacks, hatchbacks, and fastbacks), the centerline profiles
group around an extremely narrow band; however, the corresponding drag
coefficients vary by over 4.0%. Of course the centerline profile does
not define the entire vehicle and the flow is highly three dimensional,
but this suggests that drag differences are probably the result-of
subtle differences which cannot all be considered by estimation pro-
cedures. A case for optimizing subtle details is made in Reference 19
with respect to the General Electric Phase II Electric Vehicle which is
being built under contract to the Department of Energy.* Low drag was
a major design goal and much effort was directed to that end. However,
subsequent subscale wind tunnel development employing only minor cos-
metic alterations to the basic design, resulted in a further 25% reduc-
tion in the drag coefficient.
k;'hrysler Corporation is the subcontractor responsible for body design.
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The inherent subtleties and resulting benefits surrounding wind
tunnel optimization procedures are well documented in Reference 2.3. A
step-by-step paper approach to designing a highly efficient, low drag
vehicle is not currently within the state-of-the-art. More specifically,
a vehicle's aerodynamic efficiency will be a function of its design
approach. For any particular design theme, there is a limit (even for
experienced aerodynamicists) to the aerodynamic efficiency resulting
from paper designs. Improvements beyond that point are usually a matter
of chance.
Properly conducted subscale developmental testing is a valuable
refinement tool and can often reduce the drag level of a "good-Looking"
paper design by as much as 25%,.- This is usually accomplished merely by
cleaning up areas of flow separation exposed by tuft studies. Though. a
valuable tool for evaluating relative effects, the absolute values
recorded during subscale testing are rarely substantiated by the full-
scale vehicle. Reference 24, for example, reports C. D - 0.30 from sub-
scale tests on the Copper Development Association Town Car. Full-scale
results, reported in Section III, found. Cpp to be 0.36.7, a 22% difference.
Similarly, wind tunnel tests of a 1975 For Mustang II 40% scale model
and the production vehicle resulted in respective drag coefficients of
0.47 and 0.53, a 12% difference. This noncorrelation is probably due
t:.) scale fidelity and local Reynolds number effects '(flow separation).
Pull--scale wind tunnel testing can alleviate those two problems and
further refine certain subtleties.
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APPENDIX A
EHV SOURCE LIST
A Request for Quotation was sent to the following possible owners
or developers of electric or hybrid vehicles asking for the use of a
vehicle for aerodynamic characterization testing.
1. AIL Division of Cutler-Hamner
Transportation System Division
Farmingdale, NY 11735
2. Anderson Power Products
145 Newton Street
Brighton, MA 02135
3. Copper Development Association
Attn: Mr. Don Miner, Manager
430 N. Woodward Avenue
Birmingham, MI 48011
9. ESB, Inc.
Attn: Jim Norberg
P. 0. Box 8109 '!
Philadelphia, PA 19109
10. Exxon. Enterprises
Electric Power Conversion
Systems Project
Attn: R. L. Ricci
P. 0. Box 192
Florham Park, NY 07932
11.
4. E1car Corporation
Attn: Leon Shalmasari.an, Pres.
2118 Bypass Road
P. 0. Box 937
Elkhart, IN 46514
	
12.
5. Elec-Traction
Heybridge Basin,
Maldon, Essex
England
Fiat
Attn: G. Brusaglino
10 Corso Marconi
Turin, Italy
General Electric Co,
Corporate Resea.rclt & Deve.lcpmen.t
Attn: Robert Guess
Bldg. 37 Rm. 2083
One Lover Road
Schenectady, NY 12301
6. Electra-Van	 13. General Motors Technical Center
A Division of Jet Industries	 Genera], Motors Transportation
Attn: William Bales, Pres.	 Systems Division
2503• Edgewater Drive	 Attn: S. Romano, Mgr.,
Austin, TX. 78746	 Systems Applications
Warren, MI 48090
7. Elactric Vehicle Engineering
Attn: Wayne Goldman, Pres.
P. 0. Box 1
Lexington, MA 02113
8. Energy Research & Development
Corp.
Attn: Robert Childs, Pres.
9135 Fernwood Drive
Olmsted Falls, Ohio 44138
14. Globe Union, Inc.
Globe Battery Division
Attn: Mr. Vicent liasall
5757 North Green Bay Avenue
Milwaukee, 141 53201
15. Kaylor Energy Products
Attn: Roy Kaylor, Pres.
1918 Minelto Avenues
Menlo Park, CA 94025
A-1
A-2
16. Dr. H. D. Kesling	 21. Wally E. Rippel
TP Laboratories	 700 W. Sierra Madre Blvd., Apt. 29
P. 0. Box 73	 Sierra Madre, CA 91024
La Porte, IN 46350
22. Paul R. Shipps.
17. Lucas Industries Limited
	
3 E. Vehicles
Great King Street	 P. 0. Box 19409
Birmingham, B192 XF	 San Diego, CA 92119
England
23. Structural Plastics, Inc.
18. Marathon Electric Vehicles 	 Attn: William Gillespie, Pres.
A Div. of Marathon Golf Car Ltd. 	 1133 S. 120th East Avenue
8305 Le Creusot Street	 Tulsa, OK 7412.8
Montreal, Quebec HIP 2A2
24. Titan, Inc.
19. McKee Engineering Corporation	 P. 0. Box 912
Attn: Robert McKee, Pres.	 Temple City, CA.91780
411 West Colfax
Palatine, IL 60067
	
25. University of British Columbia
(312) 358=6773	 Depart. of Mechanical Engineering
Attn: Dob zosav Rataja.c
20. Minicars, Inc. 	 Vancouver, B.C.
Attn: Donald Wahl
35 La Patera Lane
Goleta, CA 93017
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APPENDIX B
WIND--WEIGHTING PROGRAM (EHVSCD)
(1) SOURCE LISTING, (2) EXAMPLE RESULTS
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PROGRAM LISTING
to
I
r
1101an t• C
001OQ 2• C
00100 3• C
00100 4• C
001sp 5• C RAIN nAY"AN• JR.	 JET PROPULS)ON LAB	 mAY 1918
001no a• c
ODInD 7• C ENVSCO
00100 a r.
*Olen 9• C PROGRAM TD DETERMINE TQ E EFFECT OF
001'On 1a• C STATISTICAL WINDS UPON THE
DOW ,l+ C. AEPnoYNAr1iC RFSISTANCE AND ENERGY RFGUIRE HENTS OF
Defoe 12• C ELECTRIC HYBR I'T VEHICLES
0010 p 13+ f. FA{gp Ow THE 3AE •J227A DRIVING CYCLES
00104 14• t
0010n 15• 1
n010A 160 r. Sr-E nRTvING CYCLES TABULATTON IN ACCFLERATIDN FOR EA0 SECOND
00101 110, DINFNSION DVDT(47) 	 • Sit a D R IVIN G CYCLE
ao103 18+ DATA	 CnvnT(l1+T+1.471	 r	 • SAE P D61VING-CYCLE
00103 ia+ •	 I,Sn+1, 50.1, 5fi•f.SD.1,40.1.30r1,20r1,l0.1.O5.l.On•
*0103 ?D+ • 0,95.O.9a+U.dS•D.Fn•A.TS*0.70rD.65.e.6O•U.SS•
00103 7l+ •	 0.D ♦ a.pia.Q•1!.tl+O.n•D.e•e•O.a.a•a,firn.0.O.a•a.fi+e.tlr0.O+0.0.0•0+
00101 22• •	 D.DrD.fi •a:0.0,n•0.0.0.0•Q.DrD.D+n.O.O.O+fi.0+0r0•
0010% 230 •r
00105 24i• DTmFk!'l0N Dvn1'(o71	 • SAE D DRIVING CYCLE
0010A 75• DATA	 (DYf1Z(M)1M2l•973	 /	 • SAE D DRIVING CYCLE
00106 ?60 +	 2,0.2.D•2:a.2,n.2,0.2.D.2..O.2.0.2.0•.2.a•2.0+2.0.2.0+2.a.•
991046 7Ti +	 ),4.1.!•1.7r1.6. 1.5.3. 4•l.3.4.2.1.1+1.n+0.9.O.E•0.6r-0.4•
Dole & 28s •	 o,u+n.Q.a.e.n,n.O.e.D.a.O.fi,o.D,fi.0.0.o.a.0•D.e.fi.arO.a.D.o.D.D•
001006 ?9• +	 O,D+tl•0.e.n.0,n.*.a..0.0+D.D+0.0+0,p.O.D.O.R.O.O+O.n.0.fi.0:.0•D.as
00101% 300 •	 7,D+II.Ore.n•a.OrO,D+a.O+D.D•0.0.e.D..D.D.0.0•.O.e•O.O+e•0.0.0•T!°•ar
00106 3l• •	 O,•u•0.0,a.e:0.o.0+0.Q•D.D•D.o.n.a.e.O.4.Q..4:O.n.O+a•0.a.a+aa01
00106 32• o,a.u.e.D.n•a.Q.a.Q.
001*6 130 •/
00106 3d• C
00106 ISO C IMISCIe M EIGHTING FACTOR INDICATO R ON POWER
00106 30 C a	 FOR 31"PLIFIED NoTOR FFFICIENCY (DEFAULT OPTION)
6010. 37• r 1	 FOR CONSTANT EFFICIENCY OF UNITY
Dole& 380 C
00146 390 C 1!-ISC21 QrCT OF YELnCIT V F OR MOTOR EFFICIENCY FACTOR
00106 460 C
00166 4l• C )MI3C31 CD VS Ya• SCHEDULE
00106 42• C
00106 439 C. IMISC4( ROTATIONAL INERTIA *ASS FACTOR (SET&?
nola6 440 c 0	 FOR VAIIIABLE *ITN SPEED . 1.4+ 	 1.2.	 l.l• 1.035 (OEFAULT)
00104 4S• c 1	 FAR CONSTANT AT 1.035
00106 460 C
00106 47• C )"ISCS1 OVERALL EFFICIENCY FACTOR F f1R PO(0FR REGENERATION MRAtENT)
00106 48• C
00106 494 C IMI5C61 NOT A68T.9NED
PROGRAM LISTING
1701
Ln
00106 SO• c
30106 Si• C
00)06 S20 C PWI OR yAW r	 0	 INDICATES MEan WIND
00106 530 C P641 OR VAW r 180	 INDICATES tA IL W1N0
00106 Sq• C
00106 5150 C
001:0 56• DIMFNSION WTND(14)
00111 57• OTMFNSION AEQ0U(14.T9T•AEROM(1a.39)
0011? Se+ OTMFNSION AEROUA(19)•AE136MA{19)
0011 11 590 DIMFNSION TO.TLU(34.19).TOTLW(14.10)
00119 6D• CTMF4910M TVTLUA(l9T9TOTLKA9LO)
oeti r A)s OTMFNSION UFREO(13)
	
P WORKING MATR IN FOR CHOOSEd MIND SPECTRU
00116 e2• DTWFNSION UFBFQI(33)	 r	 6 WON ANNUAL AVG WIND SPEED SPECTRUM
00117 63+ OATA(UFRE01(N).Nrl•13)	 If
n0117 616+ • O.IArD.Su.n.25.D.0aS.b.005.0. o,D.a +D.O.e.A.A.D.0.0.e.0.0.tr. 	 6 MPH
00117 65• 4
00341 660 D7MrNSION UFAFQ2(13)	 s 1009P H ANNUAL AVG WIND SPEED SPECTRUM
00122 670 O►TA(UFAEO?(m)•Nr1.13T	 !
00122 68• t O,iPrO.25.0.27y0.TSrD.Ob•0.n3.0.01 S• 0.008.0.00a.e.n.0.0.o..csoAI	 to MsM
00122 6;?• + /
001?4 7d• OTMFNSTON UFQE03(13)
	
P 1@WPM ANNUAL AVG W IND SPEED SPECTRUM
0012 15 71i 0.T ► (Ut<affl3(M)•WS1.13) 	 /
0012+ 12• .	 0,35.D,1d.0.13.0..12.0.11 ► 0.10.0.08.0.06.0.6 4 .0.43•D.02.0..01•DsOt y	18 MPM
00125 130 + /
0012? 746 la RcartSr?D.Eu0649 q:) CASEI.CASE2.CASE3•TWOK9TMPFEK
00136 750 ?0 FORMA1046921p10.01
00137 768 4EAOCS.u01a•+.PET ► •RHO.ELTOO
00146 770 9d FORKIT(SFID.o)
00107 780 RFAO.(5.60)CD9Cl9C29C3.TTSIEI.TIRE2•TTRE3
00160 790 64 FONW'AT(4F1'O.G•3A6)
00167 Flat REan(S.aci	 iMTS[1•TWTSe2.IWSSC3.IMISCa.IMISC5.IMiSC6
00171 !4t+ 80 FORNATM110)
00122 r2+ WRTTEC6•b001
00174 53+ 670 F0wWAT(111.20r.1EFFECT flF	 W17+0 ON TWE oERFORrANCE 0 17 ELECTN IC'-
00170 •4• 1	 1	 "OR TO VEW7CLcSI//)
00175 815• WPTTE(Erb?a1CA8EL.CASE2.C45E3•T*OK.TMREF^:
00200 P60 620 FrRllAT(101.tD9.1CASE1	 1.3A6.SK.• 1 K2.K3	 O_.2Ft0..41
00205 670 +R TTFt6.e4D)A.W+9f TArRMO•ELTOO
Win r8+ 6a f) FnNM ► T( 1 0 1 •tux• 1 +.r.SfT ►ri1P DENSITr•L1D^.Sti.3F1e.3.FL0.6•Fb.3'•)
00215 XQs WRITE[b•6601TiRF:.7 TRE2.TTpE3.t0.C1•C2•C3
00226 1300 660 FOpM ► T ( i 0 1 .1D>• 1 'TTRE	 TyPEI+3Ab•70K•1@O.G17.^E18.4/
00226 91• I	 ;	 1•TSl*Cc2•c31.2f18.4//.)
00227 92+ WRITE(b.b80)	 TWISCI9I0'ISC2. TMISC31TMI.SC9 . 1W13CS•IW3SG6
00.237 Q30 bPD FrRMa7("0 ^.10x,^TMISC1.2.3.a•S.be
	
1.6;10/1/7
00240 940 Fn aa./30.
00241 95• RR0180.013.1415426	 • RanlANS-OEGREES CONVERSION FACTOR
00242 96+ 00 100 J8•1.10
00245 a?0 WINO(J)rFLOAT(56(J-1))	 P MIND SPEED RANGE S FROM 0-60 MPM
00246 9g• IF(J•E0.14) WTND(J)P0.0	 P F INAL ESLC F OR CWCOD At ISNO WIND
002SO 990. DO 200 Ka1.19
00253 1000 PWjmfLOAT(1.00(K•17)
	
P WIND ANGLE TO ROAO R ►NGfS FROM 0.160 OG
00254 into 880.0	 P TNITIALIZE O1-ST-ANCE TOXWELEO
00255 1026 V00.0
00256 1030 VEL63.0
Does? 1n4• vrAlemo.0
00260 105 *. MPSECrO n 0
00261 lobs A14P.SECr0.0.
1PROGRAM LISTING
00262 107E PWRMR180.0
00263 LOB• 00	 100	 I211:47	 a PERFORM COMPUTATION FOR SAE S C".CLE
W166 100• LF(I.GT.f`9)	 OVDTii1 • 0.0	 a CONSTANT SPEED DURtNO CRUISE
00270 1102 IF(I.CT.38)	 P DECEL DURINC COAST
00272 ilia IFCI .Gr^w OVDI'm •$pKoEC
002713 112a v2VSDVDT ( I)	 P INTEGRAT E OV/DT TO GET VEHICLE SPEED
00275 L134, IP(I.[D.a2)
	
BRXDECr . V/S.0	 a DECELERATION NECESSARY TO STOP
00277 1144 IF(VEL.GT.V)	 VEL• V	 a rOENTIP Y M INI MUM VELOCITY	 (END OF CYCLE
00301 115a IF(V.LT.0.0)	 VsD.6	 a ELI M IN ATE PODSTRILITY OF ROUNDOFF ERROR
00303 116• P+V+F/55o.	 OF CONVERSION FACTOR TO HP
D030u IITit )9crIND(JI+SIN(PHI/RD)	 a C A LCULATE tR(lSS- B IND COMPONENT
00365 It$• YaMTND(J)•CDDCPHr/RD)	 A CALCULATE PAR ALLEL W IND COMPONENT
00306 tt9+ YR+SORTf1•a2stYSY)•+2}	 a CALCULATE RELATIVE WIND TO VEHICLE
00307 1?Oa r4WrRDaATAN(X/(Vfr•0,00e111 	 a CALCULATE	 INSTA N TANEOUS WIND YAW ANGLE
e031n l;lIs IF(YA•.LT.0.0)	 YA'_+FSO.o#YAw	 a NEG YAi.	 1'140TCATES	 POS TAIL-WINO DIRECTS
003f2 Ms VOLVSYrV ♦ V
00113 1230 IF(PKI.E0.180.0.AND.VaLUSV.LT,P.0) YAWat80.0
00315 1244 IF(I0ISC3.E0.30t21
	
t0+o.30 ► 0.0002•TAW•+2.0.0000Dn a 4aa sy AW SS 3	 3012.1
oo3t7 1?5s IF(TuISC3.E(:.3012.AND.VAN.GT.aO.D) LOP0.335b+0.T356s(vaW.4D,)/ R 0.	 3012.2
00321 126a IFCTMTSC3.E0.3015)	 CD n o.3D•o. 00aSa YAi.+ • 2wD.000o11fl arA. sa 3 	 3015.1
00313 1770, IFCTMISC3.E0.301S.AND.Ya.,GT.GO.0) CDs0.389+0.7B9 • fTA W.u O.Ot/ 9 0,D	 3015-2
40325 Li$+ IFfLMISC3.E0.a015')	 CD20.40 ♦ D.oul333 8 YAW+$2-0, M oo029 6 9y i-*s 3	 4015.1
00327 1298 CD•0.ba•1.149(TaW.40.0)/90..0 	 1401S.2
00131 130a COs.0.40 ALL
DD31b L314 CDZFRO+FLD47tSMTSC3/fe0)/1ti0.0 	 • ZERO-'Ai CD
003341 132• 1F[J.EQ.t4)	 LD:CDLERO r (0.6.O.D5 •FLOATf n -11)	 ► 	 F OR VARIOUS COKSTA k T	 Cols
0033h !33% Ip(d•E:.14)	 VPSv	 P FOR CO/CDR VARIATTDN USE VEHICLE SPEED
003u0 134s A9RrF80,54RWnsAaCn6VR+A2sF ► %2	 ► AESOD Y N A MIC D RAG FORCE
00341 115a a P OLL REST? FORCE
003412 1360 RETA+t.a	 a LOA GEAR ENGINE ROTATIDNAL
	
INERTIA
00143 1379 IF(V,GT,1G.n)	 RFTA	 8 1.2	 a SECOND GEAR ENGINE ROTATIONAL INERTIA
0054R 138A IF(V.GT.20.0)
	 REYA	 n l.l	 + MIEN GEAR ENGINE ROTATIONAL	 INERTIA
003a7 13gs IF{OVDTfI1,LT.0.1)	 BE T A• 1,0 35	a NO ENGI NE ROT	 INERTIA FOR COASTING
00351 I-as IFCTHISCa,En.II	 9f7AS1.035	 • ASSU M E CONSTANT	 INE R TIA MASS
(10353 la]% pVDTF•^a9ETA%i1YOTfI1aF/32.16 	 a ACCELERATTON•FORCE
0035a 1a2s QOOTr1.0/FL(3AT(IMTSC21	 a ROOT 4`09 MOTOR EFFICIENCY FACTOR
00355 lu30 •FYEL+l.0/f0.l.0.9a(Y/60.0)a•ROOT) •	 'nTOP E N'FTCIE NCY	 FACTOR
n0;5n la4% 1FIT"ISCS.Er..1)
	 n F V.EL•1.0	 a SET ENGINE MAP WT FACTOR TO UNITY
00360 1450 49POHPrAEQ09*PsWFVEL a No TV OVERCOME h ad DRAG
00341 lab• RPwP+RRF&Pf.FVEL a HP TD OVERCOME ROLL RFS
D0362 la7s ►CC40* (TwOA+V A VrTHREEK) • ( • 14000.0) s• FvEL ► Ma Tp OPER47E ACCESSORIES
00363 Lae% DVOTHPrDVnTFsP4wFVEL ► H0 TO ACCELE R ATE VEHICLE
0036a lava • SUMM ATION OF ROAD LO A D$ EXCE P T ACCESSOR
00365 150 REGEN+D,010FLOaT(IMISCS) + REGENE R ATIVE BRAKING FACTOR
00364 1514, Is(APO.GE.0.0)	 TOTHPa),1sARD+ACC@4 P ► 	 TOT A L	 NR REf7.D..0.9	 1 M IS EFF
DOS" 152• IF(ARD..LT.O.0)	 T OTWPSREGEN• A RD/ •FV EL & ACCWPv REGENE P ATION OF POSER
00372 1530 MPSEC nHPSEC•TOTHP•0.0002071 + TOTAL RWH ENERGY REQUIRED
no373 15a• IF(OVDT(I).GE.0.0)	 TARORPa1.I 6 AE R O>,P F TOTAL	 AER O POWER REGIT
00375 I55• AMOSEC nATIPDEC.TARONP60.0002071 A SUM UP	 AERO ENERGY	 IN KWH
OO y7b 156+ IF{VMa1@,L:,Y)	 0615+V	 ► DETEQ !I INE
	 MAX I M U M VELOCITY
00400 ISTs IF(vmAX8.EQ.V)	 TV M AX BrFLOAT ( I)	 a DETER M INE TI M E AT MA1I*UM VELOCITY
00	 2 i5ba 5OS+(V.0.58n4D7(I))+f/S280.0 P OTSTANCE VEH ICLE TRAVEL3
DOUO3 1590 IF(-INC(J).LT.,).v)	 GO	 TO	 199	 + C A LC ONLY FOR ZERO "IND CASE
00405 1608 GO TO 299	 a 00 NOT	 CALC
	
IF 6-1N0	 NOT	 ZERO
90a06 Ibl• 199	 P1,8 3.1415426	 F CALC sOLLOsIN.S 0-EN WIND	 IS ZERO
D0407 1620 TP(I.EQ.401	 D V OT 4 0 nDVDT(I)	 9 A V E RAGE OECEL DURING COA5TI'a0
D0411 Me IFCI.E0.44)	 DVOT4a+DVDT(I)	 0 DECELE RA TIO N DURING 844914G TO STQP
PROGRAM LISTING,
b
I
V
00413 64* IF II .EG.t)	 APR8$0	 0,746*T ► R OMP * POSER TO OVERCO KE 4140 RES AT	 L	 SEC
004[5 i h5^ IF(T.EG.4)	 AP484 + 	 0.746*T490HP a PO W ER TO OVERCOwE AFRO RES AT 4 SEC
0041T 166• IF(T.EG.9)	 sPR89a	 D.746 0 TAROMP -a POWER TO OYERCO NE HERO RES AT 9 SEC
D042`1 1h7* IFII.EC.l4) ► PRSf4+0.7nd*TAROHP 1 POWER '10 OvERCO wE HERO RES AT	 IGBE[
00425 L68• IFti .f'G.19)+PRSL9 n a,7a6+TaROHP * POWER TO OVERCO w E AE R O RES AT 199EC
00425 169• IFfI,EG.21)+P082) n O,Tub n Ta40MP a COPIER TO OVERCOwE AE9O RES AT 21SEC
001427 170• Irt1.E0.E)	 P wPJ31v	 D.746*TGYWP a TOTAL K W AT TIMES	1	 SEC FOR CYCLE 8
00 4 31 171* If(T.E0.41	 PWRS42	 0.706*TOTHP s TOTAL Kw	 AT TTwEn 4 SEC FOR CYCLE	 B
00433 172• TftT.f:0.9)	 PWRBR n 	 0.796*TOTHP * TOTAL	 KW AT	 TIME n 0 SEC FOR CYCLE S
OOU35 173* IFII.EG.L4)P•+ ►14114+0.746+TOTwP _. R TOTAL Kw	 AT	 TI.En 19 SEC FOR CYCLE 6
90 4 37 L74* IF(I.EQ.19)PWRB19A0,7416*TOT4p *	 TOTAL	 K'-	 AT	 TI-EN19 SEC FOR CYCLE	 S
00441 1750 TF(I.EG.21)!PaRS21N0,746+TOTHP F	 TOTAL	 K"	 AT	 TIME:n21 	 SEC	 FOR C Y CLC	 S
00443 176• TnTwPW n TOTHP*0.746 * CONVERT HP TO K-
001444 177* TF(v04mTR.tt.TOTHaK)	 P-RrxB n TOT-H P K	 * O{TEQ u INE OA . K	 POSER	 USED
00446 176• (FfPWR-kB.EG,TOTI.PK) 	 TP W AYBsFLOAT(I) 6 DETERMINE	 TT K E	 AT MAX PWR
00450 170* 299	 P1*3.1415925
00451 190• 100	 CONTINUE
00453 JAI. VENnpaVFL a	 VELOCITY	 AT	 ENn	 OF	 CYCLE	 IZFRO)
00454 162• OIST9 n S a OISTA.NCE	 TRAVELED OURING SAE	
It
OO 4 55 1?3s aERrU(J.K)=ANPSEC0S a CALCULATE AVG	 KWw PER w 1LE FOR AERO RES
00456 1P4s TOTLU(JvK)aWPSEC/S 0	 CALCULATE	 AVG	 TOTAL	 K- m P ER	 MILE
G0457 1556 SA0.0
004h4 146* VsO.O
00461 11P7* VE125.0
00462 1A8* V.Ar040.0
00463
.1139* HPSFC*0.0
00464 1909 AWPSECVD.O
00465 191• PWRMYD2A.O
D04 1.10 102* OO	 101	 H.01.97 * PFRFORw CALCULATION FOR SAE 	 D CYCLE
00471 SQ3* I.F
-
(-.GT.20)	 OVOZ( +1190.0 * CONSTAN T SPFE0 DURING CRA SE
00 4 73 t94s 7E'(%.GT.7AI	 OvpZ(k1s-32.ktls(AEFPO F*RRF }/{WsRCTASF)	 *	 DECEL	 OURING	 COAST
00475 145A IFf'.GE.88)	 OVDZ(6)+84K()EC
ODUT7 196= Vsv*OVDZ(43 s	 IWTFG 4 ATE OV/Dr TO GET VEHICLE SPEED
00500 Iq7* I-F(•'.ED.84)	 BRK DEC A -V/9 .0 • DECELERATIO N NECESS ARY	 TO STOP
00502 19B* IF(VFL.GT.V)	 VEL S V a	 IDENTIF Y -I N T"U" VELOCITY	 (ENO OF	 CYCLE'
0050s 19a* 19(V.LT.0,01	 V n 0.0 * ELS wT N + T E POSSIBILITY	 OF ROUNOOFF ERROR
DD506 2n0* PaVSF/550, a CONVERSION FACTOR TO HP
00507 261* A&-INO(J:*s)atPHIW ) + C A LCULATE CROSS- iTND COMPONENT
00519 2D2* YswTkO(J)*COS(PaI/RD) n CALCULAT E	 P A9ALLEL	 SIRD-[OMPON(IT
00511 2(13* VRsSURTfXm*2 ♦( V*1')*s2) s C ► LCULATE REL A TIVE 414 D TO VE T CLF
00517 2040 YA" n R0*'ATANCxf(V+Y*0,000:17) * CALCULATE
	
INSTANTANEOUS	 -TNO	 'A-i	ANGLE
00511 205* IF(YAWA T.0,01
	
YA g 111 80:0 * YAW s hFG YAm	 I NDICATES POs	 t*TL- *LINO DIRECTI
00515 2D6* VPLI!SYaV*Y
0.0516 . 207* T'F(P"T.EG.180,41.AND:,VPLIISV.LT.O.n) Yak n 180.0
0052n 208* Tr(t°iS[3.EO..30i2)
	 CDa0.30*0.000Z n YAW* n Z.0.O000014444u n YAW n *3	 3012.1
00522 2n9* IF(Tw1SC3.ED..3012.4040.Ytw.GT.40.0) COs0.3356-0.73360(YA n -40.1/90.
	 3012.2
00524 210* I€ ( TwISC3.C-P.3015)	 [Os0.30 + D.000Ss YASSS2 . 0.66DOL111 n Y A++++3	 3015-1
OOS26 211* T:F(IHISC3.EO-.IOI S,AND,YA.f,GT.40.0) CDr0.369-0.759*(YAw-40.0)690.0
	 3015.2
005?, 2120 IFfIMISC3.ET3.4015)	 [Df0.u0* p .001333 n YAw+ n 2..0.0000296 s YAW 0, +3	 4015.1
OOS32 2134 IF'(t4lSC3.EG.4DIS.ANO.YAKI.GT.00.0) [Os0.64-1.14+tY1r. 40.0)104,:0
	 401'5-2
00534 2140 IF(YAW.GT,130.0)	 CD11-0.40
00536 2150 CnZER08FLOAT(IMISCSi1DDI6100.D a ZERO-YA W CO
00597 2760, If(J.EQ.1'4)	 COaCDZERO n CO..610.05*FLOA .TCK -1))	 • FOR VARIOUS CONSTANT CD(S
00541 2176 IF(J . EG.1:41	 VAaV a FOR CO. 'CDO VARIATION USE VEHICLE SPEED
0054t 2100 AER0F+O.SSRHO n A*COaVR*121F*0,2 a AFROOYN AO IC DRAG FORCE
00544 21'90 RpF=(*•ELTOOaASS(AEROFI)aICO*C1 +VtC2fV0,VrC3aV+ n 31	 • ROLL RESIST FORCE
00545 2200 SETAaI.4 • LOW GEAR ENGINE ROTATIONAL INERTIA
PROGRAM LISTING
td
1
q
00596 221• IFIV.GT,10,0)	 BETA	 +1 . 2 F SECOND GE A R ENGINE RDTATIONAL INERTIA
00550 222+ IFfV.GT,20.0)	 BETA	 s1.1 P HIGH GE AR ENGINE ROTATIONAL INERTIA
00552 2239 IF(OVDZ(H1.LT.0.11
	
BETA n 1.035 n NO ENGINE ROT I NER TIA FOR COASTING
0055a 224• IF( I." ISC4,E9 I I '	 SETAs1.035 R ASSUME	 CONSTANT INERT71A MASS
00556 225 n RODTs1.0/FLOAT((4TSC2) n ROOT FOR M OTOR EFFICIENCY FACTOR
00557 226 • nFUEL n 1.0/co,1.0 . arty/60.01 + n Kopf) • MOTOR EFFICIENCY FACTOR
0056n 227• DVOTFswrBETA4DVDZ(4)•F/32.16 & A CCELERA TION FORCE
00561 E280 TFfIMTSC1,Er,))	 MFVELE1.0 • SE T ENGINE MAP MT FACTOR TO UNITY
0056A 2296 AFRDHPv-AEROF•PrkFVEL • H o TO OVERCOItE AERO DRAG
00564 230• gQHP&RfI F*Dr-FVEL r .(P To OVERCO M E R OLL RES
D0565 231r ACCaP+(TwOh•V•VrTHPEEC1•GO/a000.0)•wFVEL n HP TD OPERATE ACCESSORIES
00566 232• DVOTHPSDVOTF.PruiVE'L • Hn TO ACCELER A TE VeWICLE
00567 233 4 QEGEN n n.61'rLhA7fI'1ISC5Y n REGENERATIVE BRAKING FACTOR
D0570 234r AaDwAEPOHPaQVHP.DVDTHa s SUMMATIDI OF ROAD LOADS EXCEPT ACCESSOR
00571 2356 If(ARO,GE.0,0)	 TOT4.Ps1.1 8 ARn + ACCH P + TOTAL ^P REr0O- 0.9 XMIS EFF
00575 236• IF ( Aa9.LT.0.0)
	
TOT"SQEGENx1RD/•FVELfACCHP0 REGENE WTO N OF PO-EA
DDS7s 2170 HPSFrnNP9EC•TOTNP n 0.0002071 n TOTAL MwH ENERGY REQUIRED
00576 2384 IF(DVDZ(M).GE.O..D) 	 TAROHP s I.l • AERO>;P a	 TOTAL	 AERO PD*EQ	RED_iT
D0 6 0n 239• A+PSEC+AHP$ECaTAROHP•0.0002071 • SUM UP AEQO ENERGY IN RhH
(10601 240• sa[[v-o,5•w^Z("1) n F/5280,0 n DTSTANCE VE 6 1CLE TRAVELS
00602 2010 IF ( V-AX 0. LT.V)	 VMAxnsV s	 DFTER+IINE	 )-AxI-U-	 VELOCITY
O060a 2020 IF ( VyAXD . FO.V)	 TVm AxDaFLO/T( !• 1 r DETERMINE TIM E	 AT M IxI MU w VELOCITY
006G6 2434 Tc(+IND(J).LT,O.a)	 GO	 TO	 1 90 n CALC DNLY FOR Z£ RO W IND CASE
(10614 244• a0 TD 4 0 9 s DO NOT CALC	 IF -T WO %0? ZERO
00611 245• 390 P T n3.1915 0 26 n CALC FOLLS . f k G .MEN MIND IS ZERO
6061? 246• I'r(M.F0.831	 nvnTB3sPv0ZfH1 r A V E R AGE DECEt OUR I NC COASTING
0061 1 247• IF{µ.En.a2)	 nVDT92&DVOZ(h) + DFCELE P ATION CUQTNG BPaNI N G TO STOP
0061^ Zug+ I'[".Ea.i)	 APools	 0.7a6 A TA g ah P n p o wER TD OVERCD w E	 RE P O RES	 AT	 I	 SEC
0062A 2u4r IF(M,£fi,7)	 A A RD7 n 	0.7u6rTARD++ P r PG%L
	
T7 0VF?C1)	 AE46 C ES	 AT	 7 SEC-
D06?7 2.50! I>: ("'.EO.fa)AV4pIas0.7a6•TAgDnP • Pn w E Q T OPVERCO-E	 AE g O R ES AT	 149FC
0062:I 251• TF(M.Eg.21)APRO2120.746•TAQDHP s PD-wER TO OVERCO M F	 AE Q O R ES AT 21SEC
nnb2a 252• ICfM.F0.28)APQO?880 . 74168TAROMP n 00490 TD OVERCO-E
	 A FRO RES AT.263F.0
0063 n 253' Trfr.E,.3alAPR032 n 0.746 n TAPOnP A POWE R TO O V FRCn°E AERO R ES	 AT 32SEC
0 063? 2.s4s It("'.FO.11	 P401)1s	 0.746+TOTHP + TOTAL	 kk AT	 TT"E n 	 1	 SEC F OR CYCLE	 0
O0a3u 2554 TF(".EQ.7)	 0 - 4 07 19 0.746 • TOT H P s	 TOTAL	 n '•	 AT	 TI M E n 	 7	 SEC	 FOR CYCLED
00656 256• IF(".Ft2.101n'+QD14s0.746•TDTWP n 	 T LI T aL	 kw	 AT	 TI`•Es 14	 SEC	 FOR CYCLE	 n
00barl 2574 fx(1,F0,11)0'0n2Is0.7sb•TOTHP ► TOTAL N W AT TI-F n21 SEC FOR C Y CLE 0
00649 258 • IF(".EQ.28)P.RD?8s0.74'b+TOTHP s TOTAL k"` AT YI ME n28 SEC FOR CYCLE D
0064a 259• IF( ' .Er.32' ) 0•An32 n 0.7a6•TnT"P n TOTAL kw	 AT TI Mf+J2 SEC FOR CYCLE C
006a6 260• TnT HPNs TO T-0 r 0.706 + CONVE R T MP TO xw
0O6 a 7 2b1A Ir(R-Q-xp,LT.TOTHP n )	 Pw"X p n T0T WP K	 n DFbFQM T NE MAI P OI-ER USED
00651 2620 IF(PwQh)rD .E7.TOTwPk)	 T PM AXDnFLOATfM)
	
s DETE RM I NE TIME	 AT MAx_PWR
00653 2630 U09 PI93.-14154 26
006s9 26a• 1al. CONTINUE
00696 2650, VFNDDsVEt n VELOCITYAT ENn OF CYCLE (IERO)
006ST 241be DTSTOsS + DISTANCE TRAVELED DURING SAE 0 CYCLE
00660 267• AFRQH ( J•61sA'HPSEC 0 S • CALCULATE A-VGK•M PER M ILE FOR &ERO RES
00661 2660 TOT•LH{J.k)wwPSEC /S n 	 CALCULATE.	 AVG TOTAL	 KWH PER MILE
006h? 2696 TFfJ.-NF.1)	 GO	 TO	 444
0066V 2704 DO 333 K1(r1.1a	 0 COM PUTE Z•F R n .wINO S PEED ITEMS ONLY ONCE
00667 2710 AFR^1U(J•kK) n AxRnU(1.11
00670 2726 TOTLU(J..CKW OTLUf1.iy .
00.671 213r AERD^+(J.M n pn AEQnHfl.1J
00672 2740 TOTLP-(J.9k) nTOTLH(1.1)
00673 2754P 333 CO%TINLIF
00679 2766 GO TO 300
00676 277 n uea PIR3.I41,5426	 n nUM"Y STATE M ENT	 TO GIVE A	 t GO To t	ADDRESS
PROGRAM LISTING
00677 2780 200 CONTINUE
00701 2796 300 CONTINUE
00703 2100 00 303 J+1013	 R INITIALIZE ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
00706 211 0 AfROUA(J)sD.O
00707 2120 TOTLUA(J)90.0
00710 2830 AEROF4A(J)s0,0
00711 2844 TOTLMA(J)RO,O
00712 285> DO 555 K*1.1 9	0 SUM UP ENERGY RE0 1'TS FOR VARIOUS WIND DIRECTIONS
007IS 2116* STOREIw&EROU(J,K)
00716 267+ STORE2aTOTLU(J+K)
00717 zest IF(x.F0.1.OR.x.EG.ls) AEROU:(J,K)*0.5tlEROV(JrK)
0072t 2R90 1F[K.E0.4.OR.w.Ep.19)	 TflTLU.WvK)*0.S0TOTLU(J.K)
00721 agoib A[ROUa(J 1 n'^EROUA•(J7++E#OU(J•K'7/18.0
007?4 2gls	 - TMTLUACt)*TOTLUACJ)*TDTLU(J•K)/16.0
00725 2a20 AEROUfJ+K)&STORf!
00726 2936 TMTLUfJ.K1*STDPE2
00727 204s STORE30+ER01+(J.xl
00730 295* STORE4wtOTLKJ'+K)
00731 2960 IF(x.EO.1.OR.K.E9.L9)	 AEROH[J.k1.0.5sAERON(J.x)
00739 2971 IF[K.FO,I.OR,K,f.0,19) 	 TOTLM(J•K)*0.8*TOTLwCJ,x)
00735 298• +LrRDNafJ)*AfR nil A(J)+AEnvw(J•11)/1,8.0
00 7 36 2990 TnTLhAIJTtTOTLMAl J)dTOTLNCJ+K1/1'1.0
00.737 300s AEgOMYJ.AIuslORE3
00740 3010 TDT0+CJ•14)*3TnRF4
00741 3020 S55 CONTINUE
by. 00741 3030 3013 CnhTINut
00745 304s wRITE(.6,220I
^D	 00747 3n50 2.70 FPRMAT( t 0' 1 .3ow. 0 PEQTINFNT	 ZE RO-I.TND ORI-VTNG CTC.LE 	 OUANTTTTES - I //)
00 75 0 3066 601TE(6.230)	 vMAYB•TW A18+VfNDB•OLSTBr'pyDT40,DVDT44,
00759 3076 C	 aPRA1rAPRa4.APR6a.+PgR1^n^PRd19•dng621+
00750 3Q60 2 P^. )rp!-,orRP+I , RrRP9+PNR934.PRRb19•nNRR21 .sR n PuY.BrTP"ArP
00776 3091 230 iORMATC10 1 .40Y.18aE OR •IVTNG CYCLE	 B1/.
0077h 3'LDs 1	 1Q'•1'SYr'YRAxt I .F6.3+ I MPM(1T	 TIWF1•'F6.1+13EC)'+
00776 3110 0	 51. IVELE Nna , , F b.3, 1MPH I IS X. . , DTST	 1.
00776 312s 2	 I TRAVELFDa 1 .F6.3 ► 1'MILFS 1 , /1	 1 .24Y,1rnoT	 nECEL*'•Fb.3.1MPHFS'.
00776 3.t3s 3 SY• 115RAxE	 DECEL*I.F6.39+NPNPSI/
0077 1, 3140 (0	 1 0 1 ,1 15Y,' P O W ER FROM 9+TTEPY	 FO	 rvER:CO M E	 AFRO RESTSTANCE	 AT	 TIME1•
0077h 315• 5	 I	 I-,-4.9.14.19,21	 SEC T / 1	 1 .25 1 +6 F'1.311•M •I/
007 76 3161 6	 1(11.1-S1+lTnTjt 	 POWER FROM	 BATTERY	 AT TT ME	 1• u • 9 ,1 4r 1 9 r21	 SEC"
0077h 3174 7	 I	 AND	 NAY1../ 1 	 I .25 Y .6F8.30	 Kw	 .,FB..3. 1 fAT	 TImF l.Fb.1.1SEC)1//)
00777 3181 wRITE(6+240)	 Ymbi	 eTUMA'N.DeVENDD•DISTD+DVOT8'3.DVDT92,
00770 39 V 6 1	 6PRR1+4PPD7rAPRC14r+PR021.'APRD2E.aPR^'32,
00177 3200 2 PWRD1..PwRD7.PYRn-14oPMRO219P1•R028.PoRD32•PWR-lDrTPMIYD
01025 3P10 240 F0R1'+T(1'01.40x,1'SAE 	 DRIVI NG CYCLE DI/.
01 1025 322• t	 1 6 1 .1'SYe Iy NAYrl,f6.3+''+PN(.IT 	 TIM'f'&Fb.l•ISEC71.
01'024 323= •	 SY• 1y ELE NC1t I . F6.3.'MPM'+S Y • I 'D I'ST	 1.
01'02 5 3?41 2	 I TRA:y FLED* 1 ,F6.39 101TLE- 1''• /l	 1. •2490-COAST	 OECELt1,F6.3.11lPNPSI,
0)02 5 325* 3 5Y. 1 4RAKE 0FML0k*i6.3.0MPO4PSt/
01025 326• 4	 104•1511,1POWER FRO M BATTERY TC OVERCO ME AERn RESTSTAhCE AT 	 TIME11
01125 3'?7s 5	 1	 t..7ri u ..2d.2*.32 8EC' 1 / 1	 1 125Yr6F8.3 0 l(W l/
0102 0 3280 6	 'n l ,l'SY• I TOTAL POWER FROM BATTER Y	 AT	 TI M E	 1.7.t'4,21•28,32	 SEC',
01 025 3290 7	 1	 AND	 M AX1, 11 	 1 ,25=•6F8.30	 Kw	 i ,F•6.30	 ( AT	 TTNi<I•Fb.1,'3EC)1/)
01026 3300 WRITE(6.700)	 0 HEADING F'MR AFRO ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
0.03O 3312 7c10 FDgMATYlI1.T40.1-ayG AERO DRAG BATTERY ENERGY REQU-IREMENTS 	 (1U,Nt+
01030 3322 )	 1 / Mfi)' 1 // 1 0'.T9 . 1 +IN0 1 •TSO1IANGLE	 OF	 WIND	 R FLATIVf	 TO (+DAD	 (DEG)I/
03`OSr AP 3	 1	 I.T90SPEED1r
01030 334• 4	 I	 I. T9'• 1( MPu) Ir T1'6r101.722,1101rT28+^261.T'3u,1301•T40',14Q1+
V ^..O^^
PROGRAM LISTING
01030 33Ss	 - 5	 Tas•1 50+ 1T52r160'1+TSlSr+70!*Th4^+6'O^.T70r^90^rT76.11'00'!•
01iO30 336s a	 T61.1 11'0'1rT67.r+1'20+1T93:.If301 •T99:.+1'401.Tl051'13011T1l1++1'601•
0:1030 337• 7	 T117r+170+9T'i23++1-6O+.T12.9r!AvGA+/1
01031 336s DO 707 Madriu
of03u 339s WQITE(6•T20) 'WINOtM)r(AEROU(M.L).Lu1.19)•AERDUA(k)
0104141 3006 120 FORHAT(1	 +. 114E 519F6.292CF6.43•)
0104% 3010 "'ITEt6r7A0)	 wI#Ip {	 .)r(AFRDkf!!+Ll•1s3r1'9)•ACRDkatK1
01'05 4; 3420 700 FMPMATf'	 1 . 1 54E D"vF6.2e20F6.4/3
01056 3413s 707 CONTINUE
01060 lays WPITE.(667701
D1062 3'454- 770 FnRPAT(1'01r !TNE FINAL ZERO"IND C ALCULATInNS	 (FOLLO M I +IG THE 601
0106P 3060 2	 +MPH WIND CASE)	 ARE FOR CD/CDO VALUES VARYING FRO M 0.60 TO 1.50	 1
0V062 347S 3	 /.5axr+'PV	 fNCQE!+ENTS OF	 0.05 b y ZERO WIND.	 KI'SREGARD	 THE	 TAW	 +
01:042 3u80 4	 1HEADTNG'/)
6'1061 3'a9• w4ItEt6.•600)	 P HEADING FOR 70TAL ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
01065 3500 A00 ENERGY REQUIREMENTS	 ('wWH/MI71//
OLO65 351s 1	 101.1'9- 16 T'ND + .T5004NGLE	 OF	 *INO RELATIVE	 TO	 4040	 tDEr,:)1/.
a1'06i 352• 3	 '	 1•T9r+5ReEO'•
01Oe5 353• u	 1	 +. 79.1(KPH)'•TI6r!O++T22.'lA+.T2B•+20+.T3a•'30'•TUR.luO+,
0 .2065 35a• 5	 T46.'501.T52.'6019T436:•"7.01.T6a.1.50+.T7Dr10O1'075,1100'1
01065 3550 a	 Ta 1.1t1!o1.TRT.+12O+.TO;,11301.Tog.^lu01.T105.+t9R +.T1!l.+160+.
61064 356• T	 T11r.!1701.T123.1I60!.T129.1AV8A1/}
01 .06r 357A CD 907 ^rl.la
0.1 1011 358a WPITEC'6.820)	 61Nn(04)•(TOTLU('M+L1.L n;l.191.TOTLUA('+1
01101 399s 1420 FOP-AT(+	 1 . 131E 81rf6.2.r20F6.3)
01102 360^ ^PTTEf6r8a0)	 ^IND(M:)-rIT'DTLKf!!rL)-.LAtt.10).TpTLHAf'1)
^. at11A 3R1• Pan FnRrAT(1	 1 . 1 3A.E D1rF6.2r20F6.3/)
C] 01113 3620 wn> CONTINUE
01115 363s k07TE(6.8701
01117 3640 1370 FnRMATC ' 0'.'T'HE FINAL ZERO.61ND CALCULATT ONS	 (FOLLOWING THE 601
O1117 365• 2	 1 w1. WIND CASE)	 ARE FOR CO/CDO Vall'ES VARYI NG FROM 0.60 TO 1.50	 1
WIT 366• 3 /.50x9 + aY	 INC R F"E NTS nF 0.05 AT ZE RO w lND.	 DISREGARD THE	 YAW	 1
01117 3670 +1	 +'HEADING'/)
0112n 3609 60I'TEC6 0W
011:22 3t.90 460 FOR11ATI111 • TaOr'EVERGY REQUI R FMF N76 FOR	 WARTOUS - IND SPECTRA[/'
Otte? 3700 1	 +	 1. 455 n 1 (It •F/M7LE)+//)
OL123 3718 0D aae IFREQr1.3	 • CALC CALC ENERGY REO PTS FOR MIND SPECTR
01126 3720 IF(fFREG.FG.1)	 WINDAYR6'0
01130 3730 IF(IFREO.FO.2)	 WINnAYRPfF.O
01132 374• I'FCIFRFO.E0.I)	 WI'NDAV918.0
0113u 3756 AoAEN NO..O
01135 3766 ANAEPDaO.0
01136 3770, A11TOTL n 110
0.1137 378s A1+T0TL n D.0
O11aO 3790 00900 I181.13	 6 WEIGNT ENERGY RE0 1 T PER +AND SpECTRUP
nl1. u3 3600 IcCIFRE?,EQ.I) LIFREO(TT)+UF REGICII7	 •	 6 WPM A VG YEARLY WIND ^*	 S	 t1
Oltag 36D• IF(TFREQ,FQ.2) 4JFRE2(II)sUFRE02(IT) 	 • 10 MPH AVG YEARLY +.TNO SPEED
0.1147 3N20 IF(TFRE.O,f'q.,3')	 +JFREQ(I.I) nUFREQ3fII)	 P	 10 HPH	 AVG YEARLY W I ND 3PE.Ep
Oils$ 3B3• AU6ERDXAUAEROAAERnUA(? I)$UFREO(II)
Ot1'S2 3114• AhAEROaakAE4orAER[1Hr(2I7^UFREQITIY
a.tt53 3a5s AUTOTLNAUTOTL•	 UFREQ(II)sTOTLUA.(TT)
01154l 346A AWTOTLn AHT07L+	 UFREO(II)*TOTLHA(II)
01I5 15. 367s 900 Cf+*rINU E
011 . 51 3l18• W9-ITEf6v6501	 11INDAVr#"1ND(H1+!latrlSFrEUFRE9fN) ► Nr9.1])
0 .1172 369s 650 FORMATI I 	 1 .i,Ta0+ 1 S'T-aTTSTICAL WINO VELOCITY 6PRECTRU'A WITH 	 It
01172 3900 1	 FS.2+ I110H AVERAGE VELOCIFYI//rT16r+'MPk!+13Fa .2/rTU2+1PDRTIQN!r
0117? 39.10 2 13F8.41
PROGRAM LISTING
01112 39 0 3	 F 0' F .TV0. F F0R ZERO WIND VELOCITY• 	 VELOCITY RANGE	 IS 0 TO 2.5 11PHI/
a117? 3030 4	 F	 +,T'1 1 040FOR ALL :OTHER VELOCITIES+ V ELOCI TY RiNCE TO P LUS ANDf.
0117? Soya 5	 I MINUS 2.5 M04 FROM INDICF'TEO VALUE.	 to
1	 0.1172 3950 6	 1	 to	 ISUM OF PORTION$ SHOULD BE ).00001)
01173 39ys .FP1TV 6.700)	 IUAF.ROsiMkER0.
01177 39-0 700 FnR•4AT( 1 0 1 .730,	 F EN!<RG .rEM w N y MI] 	REOUTREn TO OVERCOME AE RO DRAG F.
01177 3980 I	 1 10RAGE0 OVEP EACH ORIVING.CVCLE F ./. F	 F .SOX9 1 50 81 108.4/
01177 3900 2	 F	 IPSOX9' 1 3AE 	 Q.s
	
I•FS.a)
0120TI 4000 WRITE(60680)	 AtJTOTL,iANTDTL
0120u 40-ps BAD FRRMAT( + 0 F .T30, l TOT4L ENERGY	 (WHlMI1	 TO TRAVEL E A CH SAE CYCLEl./
O1$Ou 4020 1	 F	 1 ,50Yy1 'SAF.	 R1	 . rFS.Ji..P F 	 F .50X. F SAE:	 D1	 F.Fe.4 /)
0'1'2" 40;3• 8AS CONTINUE
01207 4040 GO TO 110	 START NEXT CASE
0:1210 405s 999 STOP
01211 4(160 END
BASE CONDITIONS (Case 3)
EFFECT OF W TNn ON THE PERFORMANCE OF ELECTRIC M yOS TO VENICLE3
	
GASEA U a .31.+$5 0 SO 0	 K2.M3	 .0000	 .000n
	
l.w.SETA,.ATR DENS'.ITY.LIM	 1:0.000 2500.000	 t..035. .00236c 1.000
TI RE TYPE$ L" RP RAOTAL TTR	 CO.C1	 .SOP0-02	 .5750•04
C2,C3	 •.2000.05	 .2000.07
T"iSC1.2,3, a .5.6t	 0	 c	 lots	 n	 50	 0
PE RT INENT ZFRO.•ripo DRIVING CYCLE OIIANTTTIES
SAE DRIVING CYCLE 9
tLS
	vMaxSta.90nMVkrAt TI-E 3P.03EC)	 VELENDS .000MPM	 nIST TRAVELEOS .201MILESN	 COAST OFC FLS - .2u7MPM°9	 00AXE 0ECEL2-3.7b3"P4*S
AO-E R FkO14 BATTEoY 10 OVEafOpE AFRO RtSISTANCE AT TI m E I.a. 9 •tY • l a• 2t SEC
	
.0- 1 0	 .MTh	 .113	 .273	 ,a50	 .aror ►
TOTAL POWF p FRnM 4ATTfGv AT TI ME I.a.V.) : a,1a.21 SEC ANn WAY
	
1. 1362	 5.651	 6.296	 6,563	 5.7o r 	 1.e25 M r	 6.400IAT TI ME	 7.03EC1
SAE O R TVI NG CYCLE 13
	
vMAxsa4.20$I K0M(AT TI-E 76.O3ECI	 VELE'ND1 .00AMP m	nIST TRAVELEOS .996MILES
	
CnAST VFCFL l +.501+PwP5	 bPAKE DECFL•-a.103MPwPS
P$3.EP FRaN MATTFoT TO MVFRr gKE AFRO RESISTANCE AT T T'E t.7.ta.z1.21$.12 SEC
	
.00t
	 .172	 1.1110	 3.006	 11.465	 4.96Sr+
T OTAL POWER FPOM $ATTERY AT TI mE 167.t092t.at!,32 SFC AND -Ax
	
3.067 32.61 9 20.022 20.302 11. 9 17	 6.630 er	 21.a27 CAT TIME 170SEC)
BASE CONDITIONS (Case 3)
AVG &EGO ORAC BATTERY ENERGY REQUIRENEMTO 1+IMM/PI1
MIND	 ANGLE OF MINO REL A TIVE TO 4000 (DEC)
tMPMI 0
	 in	 20	 so	 a0	 SO	 60	 70	 6o	 00	 too	 110	 120	 130	 160	 190	 160	 170	 Ile	 AV4A
S A E N	 .00 .0147 .nlul .n W .0147 ,oia? .0147 .01 a7 .0107 ,OI A T .01 07 .0141 .0147 .0141 .0147 .0167 .0147 .0147 .01 5 7 .0147 .0167
SAE 0	 .1)O .0660 ,0660 .0660 .0664 .Oe.ho .0660 ,0660 ;0664 .0660 .0660 .0660 .0660 .0660 .0660 0660 .0660 .0600 .0660 ,0660 .0660
S AE 3 5.00 .0236 .Ann .0237 .8230 .0237 .0234 .0X2 0 .0221 .0210 ,01 06 .0181 .0164 .0161 ,0130 .0115 .0101 .0040 .0042 .001 4 .0174
SAE n 5.00 .no21 .0 0 20 .net ? .4812 .0olts ,07 02 ,0777 .0758 ,0735 .0110 ,0682 .D6S3 .0424 .0506 .0971 .0549 .OSSI .0511 .0516 .0600
SAE d 1D.00 .nl4b .0351 .n360 .0371 .0376 .0177 .0366 .0345 .0315 .0274 .023 9
 .01 00
 .6162 .0120 .0101 .0077 .0056 .0040 .0013 .0241
5A, 0 ID.00 .0900 ,1000 ,1002 .1001 ,0906 .0942 ,Otto ,0927 .OeAa ,0033 ,0774 ,6711 .6647 ,flS63 ,OSZ4 .0472 .flail .0403 .0303 .0166
SAE a .5.00 .0 16 79 .4u94 .451S .0542 .nSS• .OS57 .D530 .0479, ,0909 .0327 ,02 45 .0140 .0121 .000; .0015 .0D30 .coal .0413 .0005 .0300
SAE D 15.00 .1196 ,12.02 ,121 4 ,1220 ,1231 ,1221 .11 93 ,I144 .1476 ,0993 .0607 .07 96 ,0604 ,6593 ,0102 •0020 .0351 ,OSen ,02 0# .0016
SAE a 20.00 .n631 .0654 .d7Ro .474 9
 ,n776 .0765 .cT06 .0661 .0463 .n34t .0243 .115 0
 ,4094 .0046 .4014-.0000+.0011-.0011+.0010 .0167
$AS 4 20.no .1412 .1425 .1454 .14116 .1%0% .1500 .1365 .13 9 1 .1208 .1160 .ln1 9 .0873 ,0711 .Oboo .048? .0370 ,0260 .0223 .01 06 .1000
SAE fi 25.00 .091 ,1 .R8f3 .0 9 1 7 .009 1 .1028 .0 908 ,0685 .0699 .OS2a .03 7 2 . 0 243 .0130 .00S7
	 0630
Sa w n 25.n0 .t6 a6 .Ibb9
 .1721 .1778 ,r9t6 .1614 .1761 ,1650 .1499 .131t .1107 .09nb .0723 .0566 .0437 
.0328 .0235'.0158 .0122 .1131
W
S AE m 30.00 .100 0 .10 n 7 .1t6 n .126	 .0	 0
	
9 .131.6 .12St .1963 .o6l1
	
503 . 4 02 .0240 .0140 .OeoR
-.0461+,6145•.0125+.0121• .0456•.0064 .0313
1	 SAE D 30.00 .1 000 .193 4 .?015 .?ln.6 .7161 .2159 ,1080 .1 921 .160; .1422 .1136 .0065 .0640 .0467 .0335 .0245 .OIT4 .0105 .0064 .ties
W SAE M 35.00 .123o .1297 .1 u u3 .15A1 .16311 .1523 .123 0 .0036 ,0669 ,A43t .0232 . 06 7 0-.005 0+ .4110-.0143-.0232-.4015-.0102-.0171 .0946
SAE 0 55. no .2172. .2222 .p334 .? 4 59 .p4i39
 .2532 .2 9 1 14 .2103 .1858 .1477 .1106 .0600
 .0568 .0362 .0245 .0151 .0002 .0057 •oval .1363
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APPENDIX C
WIND-WEIGHTING FACTOR EQUATIONS
The EHVSCD computer program described in Section VI and presented
in.Appendix B was used to determine drag coefficient wind-weighting
factors for a large range of vehicle characteristics, wind and driving
conditions. Analysis of these results yielded many fortuitous rela-
tionships which led. to closed-form solutions which can be incorporated
into vehicle performance simulators with Little effort. The wind-
weighting factor, F, was found to be a linear function of the dominant
parameter C D
 /C D ; the yaw angle where CD 	occurs is of second
max 0	 max
order significance. F is then, in addition, only a function of the
annual mean wind speed and the particular driving cycle or constant
vehicle speed. The specific equations are given in 'fables C-1 and C-2
in Metric and English units, respectively.
Recall. that F is the factor by which the zero-yaw drag coefficient,
C D , must be multiplied to yield the effective drag coefficient CD
0	 eff
That is, CD 	= F * CD
eff	 0
W is the annual, mean wind s peed which can be chosen by the user
with a default value of 12 kph (the average annual mean wind speed in
the U.S.). It should be noted that this is not a constant average
speed, but rather a statistical average. For instance, an annual mean
wind speed of 12 kph has winds of up to 50 kph occurring 3% of the time
and winds less than 12 kph occurring 70% of the time (see Figure 12).
CD /CD is the ratio of the maximum yaw-related drag coefficient
max 0
(which usually occurs at about 30 degrees) to the drag coefficient at
zero ,yaw.. _ The-user should be .able to input this- value. 'Tha- default 	 . .
values are 1.4 and 1.6 for front windows closed and open, respectively.
M.Y
C-1
a
P
Table C-1. Wind-Weighting Factor Equations - Metric Units
W = annual mean, wind speed in kph
V = vehicle speed in kph
EPA CYCLES
URBAN:
P = (1.5 x 10-4W 2 + 1.5 x 10-2W)(C D	/CD ) - 9.3 x 10-3W + 1.0
max 0
HIGHWAY:
F = (3.6 x 10-4 W 2 + 6.2 x 10-3W)(CD	/CD ) - 9.3 x 10-3W + 1.0
max0
SAE ELECTRIC CYCLES (J227a)
B: F = (3.5 x 10-4 W 2 + 3.6 x 10-2W)(C1)	/CD ) - 2.2 x 10-2W + 1.0
max 0
C: F = (4.6 x ].0-4 14 2 + 8.9 X 1.0^3W) (CD	/C1) ) - 1..1. x 1.0-2W + 1.0
max 0
D: P =.(4.6 x 10-4 W 2 + 3.1 x 10-3W)(C D	/c:D ) - 1.0 r. 10-2W + 1.0
max 0
CONSTANT SP EED
	
F = (0.98(W/V) 2
 + 0.63( W /V)](C D	/CD ) - 0.40(W/V) + 1.0
max 0
r	 C-2
Table C-2. Wind-Weighting Factor Equations - English Units
W = annual mean wind speed in mph
V = vehicle speed in mph
EPA CYCLES
URBAN:
F = (3.9 x 10-4W 2 + 2.4 x 10-2W)(C D /CD ) - 1.5 x 10 -2W + 1.0
max 0
HIGHWAY:
F = (9.3 x 10-4W2 + 10 -2W)(C D	/CD ) - 1.5 x 10-2W + 1.0
max 0
SAE ELECTRIC CYCLES (J227a)
B: F = (9 x 10-4W2 + 5.8 x 10-2W)(CD /CD ) - 3.6 x 10-2W + 1.0
max 0
C: F = (1.2 x 10 3W2 + 2.3 x 10-2 W)(C D	 /CD } - 1.7 x 10-2W + 1.0max 0
D: F = (1.2 x 10-3W2 + 7.9 x 10-3W)(C D /CD ) - 1.6 x 10-2W + 1.0
max 0
CONSTANT SPEED
F = E0.98(W/V) 2 + 0.63(W/V))(CD	/CD ) - 0.40(W/V) + 1.0
max 0
C-3
In the constant speed equation, V is, of course, the constant
vehicle speed. To include the wind-weighting capability in any vehicle
performance simulator, only two additional specifications are required
by the user: the annual mean wind speed:, W, and the drag-yaw characteri-
stic ratio, CD /CD . This information along with the previously
max 0
specified C or G A and the specific mission (which defines what
.0	 ].0
F-equation to use) can then be used to calculate a new effective drag
coefficient or drag area from
CDeff = F CD0
or
CD Aeff F * C D 0 A
The user can then set C D = C	 and proceed with all normal simulator
Deft
calculations.
C-4
APPENDIX D
AUTOMOTIVE DRAG PREDICTION PROCEDURES
This appendix includes excerpts from. three references (13, 14, and
15) detailing procedures for the estimation of automobile drag coeffi -
cients. Portions of a fourth reference (16) are also included which may
assist in determining the functional relationship between estimated drag
coefficients and yaw angles for wind weighting analyses.
Drag Coefficient Estimation (R.G..S. White - Reference 13)
White divides a vehicle into six zones and three subzones for a
total of nine categories. These are listed in Table D•-1. A rating
number is then assigned to the particular vehicle characteristic in each
of the nine categories (see Table D-2). These nine intermediate ratings
are summed to yield the "drag rating." The resulting drag coefficier"t
is calculated from
CD = 0.16 + (0.0095) (Drag Rating)
Table D-1. Basic Vehicle Zones (Reference 13)
Zone	 Subzone	 Category
Front (a) Outline plan
	
I
(b) Elevation	 2
Windshield/Roof Junction (a) Cowl and fender cross
	
3
section
(:b) Windshield plan
	 4
Roof (a) Windshield peak 	 S
(b) Roof plan	 6
Rear Roof/Trunk 7
Lower Rearend 8
Underbody 9
C
D-1
Table D-2.	 Drag Rating System
Category 1.	 Front End Plan Outline Ratin
Approximately semicircular 	
CE
Well-rounded ou er quarters 2
Rounded corners without	
i
3
protuberances.
Rounded corners with
tub eran.ces (a)
4
pro
Squared tapering-in corners
	 i 11 . 5
Squared constant-width front 6
(b)
Category 2.	 Elevation Rating
(a)	 Low rounded .front, sloping up ^ 1
(b)	 High tapered rounded hood
(a)	 Low squared :front, sloping up 2
(b)	 High tapered squared Hood
Medium height rounded front, sloping up ^ 3
(a)	 Medium height squared front, 4
sloping up
(b)	 Nigh rounded front, with ..
horizontal hood
High squared .front, with horizontal. food 5
*Adapted from Reference 13.
D--2
t1.
`Table D-2. Drag Rating System ( contd)
Category 3.	 Cowl and fender cross-section VAN
- windshield1roof junc ie
Flush hood and fenders, well_- 1
rounded body sides
High cowl., low fenders 2
(a)	 Hood !"Lush with rounded- 3
toga fenders
(h)	 High cowl.., with rounded-
cap .fenders
Hood flush with squared-edged G
fenders.
(Depressed hood, with high 5
squared-edged fenders
Category 4. Windshield	 (C)	 itatin
P611-wrap-around (approximately EST 	 l
semicircular)
Wr.ap.laed = round ends ^	 2
Bowed ^	 3
l?3:at
^	
4
Category 5. Windshield peak	 Ra.tine
Rounded	 l
Squared (including flanges or^	 2
gutters)
Forward-i, ro j ec ting peak	 3
D-3
Table D--2. Drag Rating System (ccn:td)
Categcry, .6. Roof plan
	 Rating
Well- or medium-tapered to rear 	 r	 1
Tapering to front and rear 	 2{max. width at BC post} or
approximately constant width
Tapering to .front (max. width3
at rear)	
=C1
Category 7. Pear roof/ trunk (d)	 Rat in
Fastback (roof line continuous to 1
tail)
Semi .fast-back (with discontinuity 2
in line to tail)
^
Squared roof with trunk rear 3
edge squared
(a.) .hounded roof with rounded trunk
4
(b) Squared roof with short or no
trunk
Rounded roof with short or no trunk 5
t.	
D-4
`Yr
Table D-2. Drag Rating System (con td)
Category 8. Lower Rear End	 Rating
Well- or medium-tapered to rear	 l
Small taper to rear or constant width
	
2
Outward taper (or flared--out fins)
	 3
Category 9. Underbody (e)	 Rating
Integral, flush floor, little
	
1
projecting mechanism
Intermediate	 2
Integral, projecting structure 	 3
and mechanism
Intermediate
	 4
Deep chassis	 5
(a) Fender mirrors. Include in protuberances if at the fender leading
end. Otherwise add 1.
(b) Add: 3 for separate fenders', 4 for open front to.fenders (above
bumper level); 2 for raised built-in headlamps; 4 for small separate
headlamps; 7 for large separate headlamps.
(c)Add: 1 for upright windshield; 1 for prominent flanges or rain
gutters.
(d) Add: 3 for high fins or sharp Longitudinal edges to trunk; 2 for
separate fenders. Note: In all the ratings in this column, the
trunk is assumed to be rounded laterally.
(e) Intermediateratings applied: from vehicle examination.
NOTE: Throughout table, the, word "taper" or "tapered" refers to the
plan view.
D-5
Brag . Coefficient Gstiria. tion . (J.. J. Cornish)
Cornish divides a vehicle into 10 zones and assigns a sub-rating of
From 1 to 3 to each of them (see Table D-3) . The total rating, R, is the
sum of these 1.0 sub-ratings. Two windshield zone items (numbers 4 and 5)
refer to the elevation and plan views, respectively. The resulting drag
coefficient is calculated from
CD
 - 0.62	 (0.01) (R)
Table D-3. Aerodynamic Rating
No.	 Item	 1	 2	 3
1. Grill Blunt; square Fairly sloped Well sloped
2 Lights Open; exposed Partially in.et Well faired
3 Hood Flat Fairly sloped Convex, sloped
4 Windshield Steep Fairly sloped well sloped
5 Windshield Flat Fairly curved Well curved
6 hoof: top Open Fairly sloped Convex, sloped
7 Rear Window Notched Fairly sloped Fastback type
S `hunk Cut off square Fairly sloped Fastback type
9 Wheels Exposed Partially closed Well concealed
10 Underside Exposed Partial pan Full pan
VIN
D-6
Drag Coefficient Estimation (B. Pershing)
This procedure is much more complicated but much less subjective
than the previous two. The relevant vehicle dimensions and areas are
illustrated in Figures D-1 and D-2. The total crag coefficient is
defined as the summation of eleven component coefficients:
].1
CD -	 CD.
The details of the determination of the ith components follow (repro-
duced directly from Reference 15):
Front End Drag Coefficient, C Di_
A,
CD1
 = 0.707 A
	
1.0 - 2.79
	
+ 0.82 E	 - 5.21. F
R	 u	 ^, v
- 29.5 x	 (R
D u	 C 1
1.0 - 2.25(R
E_)V]
where
AF = front end projected area, m 2 (ft 2)
R = edge radius, m (ft)
E = running length of the edge radius, m (ft)
and the subscripts u, 1, and v refer to the upper, lower, and vertical
edges of the front end, respectively. The (R/E) i are to be taken as
0.105 when the estimated values exceed this magnitude.
#	 D-7
A
r AW
Ah
NOTCHBACK
2.0
FASTBACK
1
0
HATCHBACK
.:!a
NI 1.6
V
O
1.2
Z
u 0.8
W
V 0.4O
A
Figure D-1. Vehicle Dimensions (Reference 15)
0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60	 70	 80	 90	 100
HATCHBACK SLOPE, 0 deg
Figure D-2. Hatchback-Notchback Drag Coefficient Ratio
D-8
s
Windshield Drag Coefficient
--=D2
C D = 0.707 
(
^) 1.0 - 2.79 	 cos ^ - 5.21 	 cos 2Y
2 	 u'	 v'
where
W	
projected area of windshield, m2 (ft 2)
Y = slope of the windshield measured from the vertical, deg
f3 = 2y
and the subscripts u' and v' refer to the roof-windshield intersection
and the windshield posts, respectively. The value of cos a is to be
taken as •r_e;:o for Y larger than 45 degrees and the (R/E) i are to be
taken as 0.105 for estimated values exceeding this magnitude.
Fron t Hood Drag Coefficient, C D
3
2
 _ A F)
CD = 0.707 AhL-	 AR3	 h	 /
where
Ah = projected area of body below the hood-windshield inter-
section, m2 (ft2)
L  =.Length of hood in the elevation or side view, m (ft)
and the quantity (Ah - AE) is to be taken as zero if it is negative.
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Rear, Vertical. Edge Drag Coeffic.i.en^ C1)4
R	 l'b	 ^ R
	
CIS = -0.1.9 (v)
	 Ri 
^	 for ^^^ SO .I.DS
4
E
-0.02	 b'	 for
 
(R^-V)
 
>0.7.05
wh ere
R3
v 
= radius of rear vertical edges, m (ft)
W = vehicle width , in (ft)
5 = length of rear vertical edge radius, m (ft)
It = vehicle height, m (ft)
Base Re4ion Drag Coef fic:ien t, C.n _
S
C
	
CD = U . l.5	 AB + 
CnH 3
S	 R	 D6	 R
where
A 
= projected area of flat portion of base region
All = projected area of upper re., r or hatch portion of base region.
measured from the upper rear roof breal .- (or for smoothly,
curved rooflines, that point where the roof'.ine slope is'.15
degrees)
	
to the top of the flat base, m2 (_t2)
CA = drag coefficient of the. flat baseB
CD = drag coefficient of the upper rear or hatch portion of th6
H base region
and the ratio (C p /CD ) is shown in Figure D-2 as a function of $, the
angle of the lineH frPmB the upper rear roof break to the top of the flat
base as measured from the horizontal.
AL. a
s•^
	
D-l0
"
Underboaf Drag Coefficient, CD
6-
A'
C = 0.025 (0.5 - NIL)	 for 0 < x/L ^ 0.5
D6	 AR
=0	 for x/L > 0.5
wh ere
x = smoothed forward length of the undaHody, m (ft)
L = ve9 - We length, m (ft)
A
P 
= Projected Plan area of the vehicle, m (Et}
Wheal, and Wheel Well Drag Coefficient, CD
- 7
C D 7 = 0.14
Rear Wheel. Well Fairing Drag Coefficient, CD 1
8
C D 8 = -0.01
Protuberance Drag Coefficient, CD -
}
C - 
D4 - AR	 pi
D-11
where
AP	 projected area of j th	 2protuberance, m (f t 2)
Bullet Mirror drag Coefficien t, C
D.1QT
C	 = 0.4 
Atd
D
10	 AR
where
AM = projected 'area of mirror with bullet fairing, m.2 (ft 2)
Cooling Drag Coefficient, C
Dl^
C D	 = 1.8
(A
 Ar ^ t
u ) [
 1.0 - 0.75 ( ur
11	 R
where
A 
	 = radiator area, 
fn  (ft
u 
	
= exit velocity of cooling air from radiator
(u r/u) = '0.233
	
0 - k (u/100) 2 ]
and
k	 = 1.146 (m/sec) -2 [or 0.299 (mph) -2l1
D-12
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Drag Coefficient versus Yaw An&le (W. D. Bowman - Reference 16)
Bowman has developed this generalized equation describing the
functional relationship between drag coefficient and yaw angle:
CD = CD + Kl (1 -- cos 60
a
where C 	 is the drag coefficient at zero yaw angle, V) is the yaw
angle ang K1 is a factor dependent upon C D . Table D-4 describes the
relationship. 0
Table D-4
Vehicle Description	 C D 0	 K3
Unstreamlined sedans ,o.f harsh, angular	 0..56-0.49 	 0.038-0.053
character with cowled or hooded elements
around .nose. Sedans with full width or
full height grill openings and minimal
camber at hood leading edge.
Unstreamil ined notchback sedans with
	
0.49-0.45	 0.53-0.01
partial height grill openings, cambered
hood and fender leading edges.
Bustleba.ck and fastback sedan forms with 	 0.45-0.40	 0.01-0.03
filleted body surface intersections.
Partial width and/or height grill open-
ings. Well rounded corners and extremities.
Well streamlined racing coupes and fastback 	 0.40-0.27	 0.03-0.02
forms, smooth body surfaces. Well rounded
or parabolic nose forms.
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